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Abstract
This thesis is about the automatic, photorealistic, and detailed ageing of faces
in images. Morphable Models of the face provide a distribution over 3D
face shape and texture and are often used for this task. However, they only
model features that are at the same location between individuals, which is
not the case of wrinkles, spots, pores, and other high-frequency details. We
propose a face ageing model capable of producing detailed age progressed
images showing global shape and skin tone changes, as well as details and
self-shadowing effects.
Our face ageing approach consists of different parts that we combine into
a single ageing simulation. 1) Ageing in Morphable Model space providing
the coarse shape deformation and skin tone change associated with age. 2)
An efficient global illumination model making renderings more realistic with
self-shadowing. 3) Detail synthesis by transferring the high-frequency parts
from a selected example face scan. 4) A wrinkle propagation model to make
the transfer specific to wrinkle growth. 5) A stochastic pigment spot model
to introduce the spots known to appear with age.
We evaluate parts of the approach with a perception experiment showing
that the resulting images are perceived as older and similarly realistic as real
ones. With the resulting model, we age faces in portrait images and achieve
photorealistic results showing detailed face ageing.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
We, and our faces in particular, are all affected by ageing. Throughout life, our
faces undergo large changes from childhood to old age. A realistic, detailed
face model should capture these effects. Many of us are curious to know
how our faces might look like when we are old. A detailed ageing model
gives us a prediction. Besides entertainment, detailed facial ageing has many
potential applications in a broad range of fields such as forensics, psychology,
and cosmetics. In the future, detailed face ageing models may even help us
to study the influence of medical interventions on ageing.
Ageing affects the appearance of a face in multiple ways. Tissues like the
cheeks loose their youthful firmness and start to sag. The naso-labial folds
appear and increase in depth. The eye balls shrink and retreat into the skull.
The visible part of the eyes becomes smaller while the eye-lids drop. The
skin dries and looses elasticity, pores enlarge, and fine skin structures appear.
Wrinkles form, first around the eyes then at the forehead. They deepen,
elongate and fork. As the face geometry changes due to wrinkling and sagging,
more concavities appear leading to an increase in shadowed areas. The more
the face is exposed to solar radiation, the more damage occurs to the skin.
Pigments accumulate and create age spots that cover more and more skin
area. Blood vessels enlarge and become visible as fine red or blue lines on
the skin. Figure 1.1 shows a face exhibiting the typical signs of ageing. The
perfect face ageing model should be able to synthesise these changes.
Ageing is a natural biological process and responsible for the deterioration
of many physiological functions. Ageing depends on intrinsic factors such
1

Figure 1.1: A face showing the typical signs of ageing. Hanging of tissue, such
as ears, eye-lids, and cheeks (sagging). Further, there are wrinkles, age spots,
and visible blood vessels. Throughout the face the skin has fine ridges and
valleys. Image by Michael Ströck (license: Creative Commons AttributionShare Alike 3.0 Unported)
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as genetics, metabolism, hormones and extrinsic factors determined by the
environment such as light exposure, toxins and pollution. Habits can influence
both, environmental e.g. sunbathing and metabolic factors e.g. diet. This
would be a complicated process to model. Therefore, in this work we do
not model the biological processes leading to ageing. Instead, we reproduce
the visual appearance that is the result of the ageing process. We create an
image synthesis system that changes a depicted face such that it looks older
or younger. We will model global shape changes and detail changes such as
wrinkles and age spots.
To determine the course of ageing, we require data about face ageing. The
optimal data source would be longitudinal high resolution face scans of the
same person taken from early childhood to old age. A scan should show the
shape of fine wrinkles and pores, as well as detailed color variations in the
texture. To determine how different faces age, we need a series of scans of
many individuals. It is difficult to obtain such data and currently impossible
to have data of the same person from childhood to old age. However, such
a data set is not required to determine the general course of face ageing. A
data set consisting of scans of different individuals varying in age already
gives insights about the ageing process. Compared to person-specific ageing,
it allows us to determine general changes that happen in a population. Be it
a general tendency of shape and texture change or general information about
wrinkle occurrences and propagation or pigment spot increases.
To simulate how a face shown on an image ages, we need to know its
characteristics. We need to find out where on the image it is, and where its
parts are located. What shape and color do the cheeks have? How old is
the person? To change the face according to age, we need to know its shape
and texture, how to change it, and how to translate the change back into the
image. To adapt the image, we need to find out how to displace the image in
accordance to the shape change. Besides displacements, a shape deformation
incurs a change in shading. Shading is determined by the shape and the
illumination. Therefore, to simulate the correct shading we must reconstruct
the 3D surface and the illumination that was used to light it. With the
increase in concavities that appear with age, more parts of the shape can
be shadowed by itself. Therefore, a realistic face progression model should
incorporate some form of global illumination model.
To visualise the person at a different age, we need to know how to apply
the change to the image in a photorealistic way. We need a way to combine
shape deformations with skin tone and detailed texture changes.
3

1.1. PROBLEM STATEMENT

?

?
Angela Merkel in 2010

Age: 36 years

Age: 56 years

Age: 76 years

Figure 1.2: Simulating a change in age. Modifying the face in an image such
that the person is perceived younger or older. The age in the input image in
the middle is known. We want to predict how the face might have looked like
20 years earlier or how the face will look like in 20 years. Original photograph
from Armin Linnartz under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike
3.0 Germany license.

1.1

Problem Statement

Given an input image depicting a face, the goal is to create different versions of
it showing the face of the same person, but modified such that it is perceived
to look older or younger. More specifically, we want to create an application
that takes a single image and generates a series of images where the age is
increasing and/or decreasing thus giving the impression of ageing. To increase
the age of a young face we are forced to generate novel features that have not
been present in the face. Figure 1.2 illustrates the task at hand. The goal
is to produce images that show the same face but aged or rejuvenated. We
want to change the age of the face in the input image according to a target
age. We know the age of the person in the input.

1.2

The Challenge of Modeling Details

Simulating how faces age, requires a representation for faces and the features
that appear during a life time. Most face models cannot synthesise these
4
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Figure 1.3: Effect of building an average of the face on the left and the face on
the right. The face in the middle is the average face and shows the wrinkles
with less intensity because they are not at the same position. Increasing the
amount of faces increases this effect. In a statistical model such as Morphable
Models built on a larger dataset, all features not corresponding will eventually
disappear. It happens to features that are at different positions and are lacking
correspondence between the two faces.

details. The leading method for modelling faces are parametric appearance
models like Morphable Models [Blanz and Vetter, 1999] and Active Appearance Models (AAMs) [Cootes et al., 2001]. They are a statistic over a dataset
of faces. They can generate faces that were not part of the training set. To
build a statistic over the color or shape at different positions on the face, they
first align the faces such that all corresponding points overlap. This enables
them to capture the variation of the features that are at the same locations
between individuals, such as the eyes, nose, mouth, ears, and the naso-labial
folds.
Many manifestations of ageing have in common, that they do not occur
at the same positions and as a consequence, do not show up in the statistic.
In Morphable Model type statistics the location and the color of a feature are
non-separably encoded in the texture model. If there is a dark spot similar
in color roughly at the same position in multiple individuals, then it will
5
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(a) Setup

(b) Results

Figure 1.4: Face composites of Galton’s face averaging method [Galton, 1879]
with experimental setup. (a) Multiple face pictures are fixed to a wall such
that they are roughly aligned. A camera facing the wall is exposed to each
picture for the same amount of time. (b) The result are image averages.
Because only a rigid alignment of the faces is possible with this method, we
can see additional ears or multiple skull outlines. Parametric Appearance
Models have a more advanced alignment mechanism, but show the same effects of features that are not corresponding between individuals. Images from
http://galton.org

become part of the model. Nevertheless, to the model, the spot is not known
to be a spot, it does not have a semantic meaning of it. Similar to spots,
wrinkles are more likely in some regions, such as the forehead. They vary in
amount and location from person to person. Spots and wrinkles disappear in
the model statistic because they do not overlap. Therefore, they cannot be
synthesised by parametric appearance models. Figure 1.3 illustrates this. As
a consequence, relating model parameters with age does not lead to wrinkling
or an increase in pigment spots.
Modeling details is difficult because there is no correspondence between
wrinkles or spot patterns. Therefore, meaningful linear interpolation is not
possible, a requirement for model building. It is not clear how to interpolate
between two wrinkled faces. Also, a meaningful model parametrisation is
difficult as the space of valid wrinkle and spot configurations is endless.
Despite the disadvantages, we can model the coarse, global changes attributed to ageing with Morphable Models. The change in skin tone, sagging
of the cheeks, and deepening of the naso-labial folds can be modelled well.
An interesting historical anecdote is the research of Galton. The fact,
that details are lost by building face averages by compositing multiple faces
was already described by Galton [Galton, 1879]. He pinned several portrait
6
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photographs to a wall such that their eyes are overlaid. Then, he directed a
camera to them and removed one after another, each exposed to the camera
by the same amount of time. Figure 1.4 shows the setup and results.

1.3

Proposed Model for Photorealistic Detailed
Face Ageing

Photorealistic artificial face ageing requires us to model the coarse global
changes as well as the fine details. We create an ageing simulation that consists
of multiple parts. Each responsible to produce different features related to
ageing.
1. Coarse changes: sagging, naso-labial fold increase, narrowing of the eyes,
skin tone change.
2. Self-shadowing: shadowing of the eyes and naso-labial folds depending
on illumination.
3. Detail transfer: generate details by transferring them from a selected
donor face to the target.
4. Wrinkle transfer and propagation: synthesise wrinkles that grow with
increasing age by blending different parts of the donor according to
wrinkle propagation data with the target.
5. Pigment spots: simulate age spots by taking them from faces that have
them.
6. Combined model: combines all parts above into a single ageing simulation.
Coarse changes. The first part models ageing from what Morphable Models provide us: shape deformation and color changes of features corresponding
between individuals. This includes mostly the low frequency changes listed
above. This was done similarly in previous work on manipulating face images[Blanz and Vetter, 1999]. In the remaining parts, we provide extensions
to the 3D Morphable Model of the face.
Self-shadowing. The face shape becomes more concave with age, meaning
that it partially shadows itself. Therefore, the second part uses the Morphable
7
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AGEING
Model to compute efficient global illumination for arbitrary low-frequency
environment maps. This enables us to determine the shading attributable to
the shape deformations. This leads to shadowing of the eyes and naso-labial
folds depending on the specific illumination.
Full Detail transfer. It is known from perceptual experiments, that only
modelling the coarse deformations without the details such as wrinkles leads to
consistent underestimation of perceived age [Burt and Perrett, 1995]. Because
these details do not correspond between individuals, they are not covered by
one of the models above. Therefore, the third part models details by taking
all high-frequency details from a selected donor face. Depending on the target
age, we insert them more and more into the face we want to age.
Wrinkle transfer and propagation. Blending all the details of the donor
proportional to age does not account for realistic wrinkle growth. For example, some wrinkles appear earlier than others. It is not clear at what age a
wrinkle should be added to the receiver. Therefore, we estimate how wrinkles
propagate on the face from face scan textures of varying ages. Together with
a wrinkle detection system, this results in a wrinkle aware detail transfer that
blends first the wrinkles around the eyes and later the rest of them.
Pigment spots. The detail transfers above are limited to the detail configurations already present in the donor face. Here, we model age spots that can
form novel spot patterns. We introduce a density based model for spots on
the face. The resulting model provides pigment spots that tend to increase in
amount with age.
Combined model. Finally, we combine all the parts into a single ageing
simulation. It models the global changes from the Morphable Model including
self-shadowing, and details such as pigment spots and wrinkles. We use the
full detail transfer to rejuvenate and wrinkle propagation to age a face.
The ordering in the above list is the same as in the thesis. The face ageing
software of this thesis was developed with the scalismo1 and scalismo-faces2
software framework.

1.3.1

Contributions

All contributions are related to face ageing and add details that Morphable
Models alone cannot capture. The efficient global illumination models useful1 https://github.com/unibas-gravis/scalismo
2 https://github.com/unibas-gravis/scalismo-faces

8
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ness is not limited to ageing. It is important for faces in general. Similarly, the
pigment spot model can be used independently of ageing to produce freckles.
• Extension of the Morphable Model with efficient arbitrary low-frequency
global illumination by tieing shape parameters with radiance transfer
parameters. It leads to improved face reconstructions and improves the
shading of aged faces.
• Photorealistic age progression from a single portrait image by modelling the coarse ageing deformations in Morphable Model space and
the details by transferring higher-frequencies from an example image
and validating it with a perceptual experiment.
• Modeling the growth of wrinkles by blending example wrinkles incrementally into the target face according to wrinkle data.
• A photorealistic pigmentation spot model parameterised by a spatially
varying spot density PCA model. It extends the strict point-to-point
correspondence assumption of morphable texture models to more regional correspondences.
All contributions except the wrinkle growth model are covered by the
following publications that developed during the course of the PhD.
• Schneider, A., Schönborn, S., Frobeen, L., Vetter, T., and Egger, B.
(2017). Efficient global illumination for morphable models. In 2017
IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV). IEEE
• Schneider, A., Bouabene, G., Shaiek, A., Schönborn, S., and Vetter, T.
(2018a). Photo-realistic exemplar-based face ageing. Under review
• Schneider, A., Egger, B., and Vetter, T. (2018b). A parametric freckle
model for faces. In 13th IEEE International Conference on Automatic
Face & Gesture Recognition (FG 2018), pages 431–435. IEEE
In this work, we reuse parts of them. We mark sections identical to one
of the papers with the asterisk sign (∗) in the section header.
9
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1.4

Organisation

The final combined ageing simulation consists of different parts. Each part
provides an aspect important to face ageing and contributes to the realism of
the final model. We start with ageing in Morphable Model space in Chapter 3.
The ageing method is by itself photorealistic but does not model details. We
follow with introducing efficient global illumination for Morphable Models
in Chapter 4. Like the first approach it is based on the Morphable Model
space. The following Sections are concerned with modelling details that can
not be expressed with the Morphable Model statistic itself. In Chapter 5 we
introduce the example-based ageing of all details in the skin and combine it
with the approach from Chapter 3. In the following Chapter 6 we show how
to extend the example-based approach with wrinkle propagation. Further, in
Chapter 7 we take the example-base approach to the extreme with a stochastic
pigmentation model providing us with spot patterns that are not contained
in any donor. In Chapter 8 we combine all the parts to create the full face
ageing model. In the final Chapter 9 we conclude the thesis.
Before we start ageing faces, we review related work in Chapter 2.

10

Chapter 2

Related Work
2.1

Artificial Face Ageing

In artificial face ageing we can distinguish between example-based approaches
and statistical methods. Example-based methods take details from an example image and combine them with the target image. Statistical methods
use multiple faces and derive aggregated information from them. An early
approach to face ageing is example-based. Burson et al. [Burson and Schneider, 1981] compute the difference between an image of the same person at a
young age and at an older age. To age a face image they align it and add
the difference. This approach gives detailed ageing results containing wrinkles
and skin deficiencies depending on the example face. They only capture the
ageing information that is in this one chosen individual.
An early method of statistics-based face ageing is from Burt and Perrett [Burt and Perrett, 1995]. Their approach uses ageing information from
a data set of frontal face images taken under the same illumination. With
annotated landmarks they align them to reference landmarks and group them
by age. From each group they compute the average, and call it a “prototype”.
To age a face image, they align it and apply the color difference between
neighbouring age group prototypes and deform it according to the landmarks
deformation. They validated the method with a perception experiment and
show that aged faces are perceived as older but not as old as they should.
They attribute the underestimation to the loss of details due to averaging.
11
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The two methods are an example of the dichotomy that is also reflected in
this thesis. The statistics-based methods age a face according to population
based face data but cannot create details. The example-based methods model
as many details as there are in the example but do not learn from a population
of faces.

2.1.1

Statistical Approaches

Within the realm of statistical face ageing methods parametric appearance
models are widespread.
Parametric appearance models (PAMs) such as Active Appearance Models (AAMs) [Cootes et al., 2001] and Morphable Models [Blanz and Vetter,
1999] are often used in face ageing applications. They are statistical models
that generate a wide variety of faces. They can be used to age faces and to
determine the correspondence between 2D images and the model.
There are different Morphable Models available such as the Basel Face
Model (BFM) [Paysan et al., 2009; Gerig et al., 2018], the Liverpool-York
Head Model(LYHM) [Dai et al., 2017] and the Surrey Face Model [Huber
et al., 2016]. They exhibit the same averaging effects common for statistical
models.
PAMs have the advantage that their parameter can be related to attributes
such as age. Changing faces according to the attributes weight and gender
was already shown in the first Morphable Model paper [Blanz and Vetter,
1999]. They apply multi-variate linear regression in face space to determine
how to change the parameters according to the attribute.
Non-linearity. From childhood to adulthood faces undergo drastic changes.
A large part of growth happens during the early phases of childhood, suggesting non-linearity. Also, during adulthood, tissue does not change uniformly. That most changes happen between 50 and 60 [Albert et al., 2007]
suggests non-linearity in adult ageing. To account for non-linearities, Hutton et al. [Hutton et al., 2003] compute average faces at different ages with
kernel smoothing to determine the ageing trajectory in model space. Scandrett et al. [Scandrett et al., 2006] develop a piecewise linear ageing approach
and Lanitis et al. [Lanitis et al., 1999] investigate polynomial universal ageing functions and Scherbaum et al. [Scherbaum et al., 2007] find non-linear
ageing trajectories with support vector regression.
Person specific ageing. To account for the differences in ageing between
individuals Lanitis et al. [Lanitis et al., 2002] recognized, that similar faces
12
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age similarly. Using real age progression images, they measured the correlation between ageing trajectories and face parameters and found a correlation
coefficient of 0.55 suggesting that ageing indeed depends on the face itself.
They collect ageing trajectories from age progression images of different individuals. They obtain the person specific ageing trajectory for a target image
by weighting the observed trajectories according to the similarity of the faces
to the target face. Scandrett et al. [Scandrett et al., 2006] take past images
of the same person into account to compute the person specific ageing trajectory. The ageing function consists of two parts. One accounts for the average
ageing of the population, and one for the historical ageing depending on past
images of the individual. Using images of natural age progression Geng et al.
[Geng et al., 2007] and Tsai et al. [Tsai et al., 2014] learn a linear age progression subspace thus creating a joint model over the same face at different
time steps. Another approach learns the subspace of the difference between
the face of the same individual at different timesteps [Hubball et al., 2008].
The 3D method of Scherbaum et al. [Scherbaum et al., 2007] provides
non-linear and person specific ageing trajectories in 3D. They propose an
elegant framework for finding ageing trajectories with age prediction. They
interpret ageing as modifying the face towards the direction that increases the
predicted age the most. In this framework, linear regression in model space is
the simplest case as it finds the direction that leads to the strongest increase
in predicted age for all faces in the training set. Seeing ageing as the gradient
of the age prediction function allows them to use arbitrary age prediction
functions that have gradients to age a face. Due to using Morphable Models
they can artificially age face images of varying poses and illuminations.
Detail synthesis models. Statistical models have the advantage that
they capture a whole distribution of images and thus, rely less on single example images. Statistical models based on the strict point-to-point correspondence assumption tend to loose details. Not all statistical models have this
underlying assumption. Having a different correspondence assumption can
lead to models that can capture details. The prototype based approach of Tiddemann et al. [Tiddeman et al., 2001] collects a statistic over high-frequency
details per age group prototype. Instead of computing average intensity values over each age group, they compute the average in the wavelet domain,
thus capturing the variation of details at every point. Wavelets consider larger
regions around a pixel, therefore, a statistic over wavelets is a region statistic, which can be seen as a weaker form of point-to-point correspondence.
Similarly, but in 3D, Golovinskiy et al. [Golovinskiy et al., 2006] create a
13
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statistic over oriented bandpass filter responses (steerable pyramid [Heeger
and Bergen, 1995]) to synthesise fine shape details.
Not limited by the average statistics of prototypes are compositional hierarchical face models. These generative models construct faces from parts in
2D organised in an And-Or-Tree, capable of expressing details such as spots
and wrinkles. To account for different scales, Suo et al. [Suo et al., 2007,
2010] use them to model face ageing over multiple resolutions. The probabilistic formulation of compositional hierarchical models allows them to explore
the space of possible ageing trajectories given an input face.
Paysan [Paysan, 2010] shows in his thesis an approach to generate wrinkle
configurations and relates wrinkle parameters to age. There are face models
outside the context of ageing that can model details. For example, “Visiolization” [Mohammed et al., 2009] captures details via texture synthesis conditioned on an eigen faces sample. Neural network models can also be seen
as a statistic over a population of data. We discuss them in more detail in
Section 2.1.3.
In this thesis, we model all the features related to ageing that are corresponding between individuals with the Morphable Model. Because we are
only concerned with adult ageing, we think, that linear ageing is sufficient for
our purposes. For pigment spots, we propose a stochastic synthesis model on
top of Morphable Model ageing. Morphable Models assume strict point-topoint correspondence for the age related features. With the spot model we go
beyond point-to-point correspondence to a regional correspondence by modelling spot location with a density parameter. In the next Section, we discuss
example-based approaches to generate more details such as high frequency
skin variations and wrinkles.

2.1.2

Example-Based Approaches

Improving the ageing model by introducing non-linearities, person specific
ageing trajectories, or improving the alignment does not solve the issue of
loosing details when creating a PAM. Faces inherently contain features that
do not correspond between individuals. To synthesise details, methods either
transfer parts from another face to the target, or have a different notion of
correspondence. We refer to these approaches as “example-based”. They take
a face that already contains the details we want as an example to generate
details in the target face.
14
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The quotient image approach [Shashua and Riklin-Raviv, 2001], transfers
a change between two images such as due to an expression [Liu et al., 2001],
ageing [Yun et al., 2004; Fu and Zheng, 2006], and makeup [Tong et al.,
2007] to a third image. The idea is to transfer the difference between two
aligned images of the same person to a second person without modifying the
identity. It involves capturing two images of the same person, p.e. once with
an expression and once without. To transfer the change to another neutral
face they compute the ratio between the two and multiply it with an aligned
and neutral face image of the target person. For ageing it requires two good
images of the same person years apart which is difficult to find. Therefore,
often the ratio between an older face and the mean face is used instead of
an image of the same person at a younger age. This is similar to a high-pass
filter. A drawback of the method is, that the images should be taken under
the same illumination and pose.
Another thread of methods explicitly transfers only the higher-frequency
parts of an example donor image. For makeup transfer [Guo and Sim, 2009]
and ageing [Liu et al., 2004] they warp a donor image to the receiving image
and transfer details to the receiving image. The former transfers gradients
and the latter exchanges a specified high-frequency band. To rejuvenate faces
Guo [Guo, 2011] reduces the higher frequencies of the image to remove details.
Depending on the targeted frequency band, these approaches are robust to
different illuminations.
In this work, we follow the thread of work above that targets the higherfrequencies. Similarly to the makeup transfer approach, we have a donor
individual providing the effect, in our case an older individual showing details
related to ageing, and transfer it to the receiver face. However, we do not
target the gradients to transfer the details but use explicitly a high-frequency
band like the approach of Liu et al. . By targeting the higher-frequencies, we
select mostly the details. Compared to the methods above, we reconstruct
the 3D face shape, pose, albedo, illumination and camera parameters of the
face in the target image to age it. It allows us to age faces of non-frontal
pose and gives us control on the illumination when necessary. With the scene
parameters we can establish the full correspondence between a reference face
and the image pixels allowing us to target specific locations on the surface of
the face.
15
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2.1.3

Neural Networks

More recently, neuronal network approaches have been applied to artificial
face ageing. To learn how faces age, Wang et al. [Wang et al., 2016] train a
Recurrent Neural Network on real age progression data. Similarly, but without requiring longitudinal data Duong et al. [Nhan Duong et al., 2016] learn
age progression for different age groups with Temporal Deep Restricted Boltzmann machines, combining convolutional networks with graphical models. To
learn how the face changes during life, Duong [Duong et al., 2017] learn the
transition between age groups from a large dataset of faces. Ageing a face
consists of iteratively applying the transitions.
Another way for age progression are generative adversarial networks (GAN)
[Goodfellow et al., 2014]. In the GAN approach, a generator and a discriminator compete. The generator is trained to synthesise images that cannot
be distinguished from real images by the discriminator. The discriminator is
trained to distinguish between real and synthesised images. The idea is to
push the generator to create more realistic images. GANs are regarded as
being better at generating details than previous approaches. By conditioning
GANs on age, Antipov et al. [Antipov et al., 2017] train a network to generate aged face images. Similarly, but by using a pyramidal approach Yang et
al. [Yang et al., 2017] improve on the degree of details that can be generated.
Palsson et al. [Palsson et al., 2018] combine the cycle GAN approach [Zhu
et al., 2017] with style transfer [Gatys et al., 2015]. They use the cycle GAN
as an additional identity constraint. It makes sure, that a person that is aged
and then rejuvenated by the same amount of years results in the original
image.
Compared to parametric face ageing methods neural networks have the
advantage that they age not only the skin region but also hair.1 . Currently
neural networks generate mostly low resolution images. Resolution is not a
theoretical limitation of neural networks, however, computational resources
and the amount of training data are. It is not known how much training
data the generation of detailed high-resolution images requires. The complex interplay between network architecture, optimization strategies and loss
functions makes them difficult to interpret. As can be seen by the example
of GANs these methods are capable of generating some details. However,
it is difficult to tell, how they do it. Many questions remain, such as how
they handle missing correspondences between details. If they are capable to
1 Sometimes

they change the background, which is not an advantage
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generate details that have no correspondence, knowing how they do it could
flow back to non-neural network approaches. Compared to our work, neural
network based ageing heavily uses non-linearities, they model ageing and the
face implicitly whereas we have a very explicit model of the ageing face. With
neural networks, it is difficult to explicitly change a semantic aspect of a face
in a certain way. In our model, we can control which parts of a face are aged,
and for example easily leave out the eyes.

2.2

Morphable Models

3D Morphable Models of the face model face shape and texture. To create
renderings they require a camera and an illumination model. By aligning
high-resolution face scans to a reference face, they compile a statistic over
face shape and texture. They are generative, meaning, that with them we
can synthesise novel faces. A face is constructed from a linear combination of
basis functions. In this work, we use the BFM [Gerig et al., 2018].

2.2.1

Illumination Model

The choice of illumination model can heavily influence how renderings of an
object look like. Between the different illumination models we distinguish
between local and global models. Local models use local information of the
object. To determine the shading at a point on a surface they typically consider only surface properties at that point such as the surface normal, roughness, albedo, incident radiance and others. They do not consider global shape
properties, such as how a point is shadowed by other points on the scene.
Local models for example, can not shade the inside of a wrinkle darker.
In the context of Morphable Models different illumination models have
been used. Early face reconstruction methods use a single light source with
a Phong illumination model [Blanz and Vetter, 1999]. Environment maps extend the idea of single light sources to — in theory — an infinite amount. They
describe the whole radiance incoming at a point on the object. Representing
an environment map in general requires a lot of parameters. Therefore, to
reduce the amount of parameters approximations are used. Spherical harmonics provide linear low-frequency approximation of environment maps [Kautz
et al., 2002] as a linear combination of harmonic basis functions on the sphere.
Analysis-by-Synthesis methods incorporating spherical harmonics reconstruct
17
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not only a single light source but a low-frequency approximation of the whole
environment [Aldrian and Smith, 2012; Schönborn et al., 2017].
Shahlaei and Blanz [Shahlaei and Blanz, 2015] follow the illumination cone
idea — rendering the face under all possible illuminations — to reconstruct
the illumination of a face. They render the face under a large number of directional light sources. Their reconstruction approach accounts for shadowing
effects, because each source casts shadows. To represent the entire environment map a relatively large parameter space is required. The illumination
model is realistic and can model complicated hard shadows.
The face shape becomes more concave with increasing age. A shape change
results in a change of shading. The reason is that the relation between the
surface and the illumination changes. On the one hand, the angle between
the surface normals and the illumination changes the brighness. On the other
hand, some parts change in intensity because they are more or less shadowed.
Global illumination models can create self-shadowing and inter-reflections
between surfaces. If there is a significant amount of self-shadowing in the
image, face reconstruction methods will try to reproduce it best. They adapt
the illumination, the shape or both to fake self-shadowing. This leads to
inaccurate reconstructions. Aldrian et al. [Aldrian and Smith, 2013] use statistical models for ambient occlusion and bent normals to approximate global
illumination effects. They show improvements in reconstruction performance.
Ambient occlusion does not consider the directionality of the illumination, it
only considers the amount of shadowed hemisphere per point and the ambient component of the illumination. Similar to the Aldrian et al. [Aldrian
and Smith, 2013] approach Kontkanen and Aila[Kontkanen and Aila, 2006]
provide an ambient occlusion model for an animated character. They relate
animation parameters to ambient occlusion.
In general, modelling arbitrary global illumination effects requires ray tracing methods. By shooting rays in every direction from all points on the surface
we can simulate the entire surface-light interaction of the object. Precomputed
Radiance Transfer (PRT) [Sloan et al., 2002] provides efficient arbitrary global
illumination for spherical harmonics environment maps for rigid objects. It
involves an offline step where the surface light interaction is determined with
ray tracing and an online step. In the online step we can render the object
under arbitrary SH illuminations and poses very efficiently (real-time). This
provides fast and realistic rendering of scenes. Changing the shape, however,
is expensive.
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In this work, we combine the PRT approach with Morphable Models. We
relate Morphable Model shape parameters with radiance transfer matrices
resulting in an efficient and sufficiently accurate global illumination model
for faces.As a result, we improve the realism of renderings of aged faces and
improve face shape reconstruction.

2.2.2

Reconstruction

Face reconstruction from a single image with Morphable Models consists of
finding all model parameters matching the depicted face. Besides shape and
texture, we need illumination, camera, pose, and color transform parameters
to reproduce the face in the image. Adding to the difficulty of finding the right
ones from a large set of parameters is, that the problem is ill-posed. Different
parameters can can result in very similar images. For example texture and
illumination are strongly correlated. It is difficult to distinguish if a face is
dark because it has a dark texture or because of a low intensity illumination.
One of the most widely used methods to find the parameters are based on
the analysis-by-synthesis idea. They iteratively refine the parameters to match
the input image. At every iteration the parameters are updated according
to the difference between a target image and the image generated by the
current parameters. Gradient-based methods [Blanz and Vetter, 1999] have
knowledge about the gradients of the image formation process. They update
the parameters according to the gradients minimising the image error. Special
care needs to be taken for them not to get stuck in local optima. Another
analysis-by-synthesis method is a probabilistic approach [Schönborn et al.,
2017] that does not require gradients. They compute the posterior distribution
of the parameters given the image and other additional information with the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. This method addresses the ill-posedness of
the reconstruction problem; compared to the gradient-based methods they
provide uncertainty information over the parameters.
Learning-based methods learn the mapping between parameters and images from a data set of image and parameter pairs [Genova et al., 2018]. The
learning-based methods are also combined with the analysis-by-synthesis approach by learning parameter updates [Xiong and De la Torre, 2013; Huber
et al., 2015].
In this work, we follow the probabilistic approach of Schönborn et al.
[Schönborn et al., 2017].
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2.3

Conclusion

A fundamental aspect of this work is the trade-off between statistical models and example-based models. Statistical models incorporate ageing of a
whole population, whereas example-based methods only reflect a single example. Statistical models have difficulty capturing details while an example
face provides many details.
To model coarse shape deformations and skin tone changes as well as
details, we propose to combine statistical models with an example-based detail
model. We generate all the ageing features that are in correspondence between
individuals with Morphable Models. We model ageing as a linear change in
Morphable Models space [Blanz and Vetter, 1999]. The ageing is not person
specific in the sense, that we apply the same direction in latent space for every
target face. This still preserves the identity of the face we age, therefore, it
still is person specific in this respect.
To model the details not in correspondence, we select an example face that
has the details we want and add them to the target face. The detail transfer
is related to the other methods that transfer the higher frequencies of a donor
image [Liu et al., 2004; Guo and Sim, 2009].
We specifically target wrinkles by identifying them in the example image.
Compared to Paysan [Paysan, 2010] we use the wrinkles from the example
image to age a face, leading to photorealistic results. Statistical models like
Morphable Models assume point-to-point correspondence on the features that
are modeled. To model the skin damage due to sun exposure, we propose a
pigment spot model that distinguishes between spot location and appearance.
We parameterise location with a density parameter on the face. The density
measures the amount of spots in a region, therefore, region-to-region correspondence between spot locations is sufficient.
The resulting model has the features that the Morphable Model has, as
well as wrinkles and pigment spots that would be lost due to averaging in
PAMs.
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Photorealism and Ageing in
Morphable Model Space
In this chapter, we describe our first component of the face ageing model.
The goal is to create a photorealistic ageing simulation of a face shown on a
target image. We combine ageing in Morphable Model space with the details
that are already present in the image. With Morphable Models we can create
the effects of sagging, deepening of the naso-labial folds, and whitening of
the eye-brows as well as other, more difficult to describe global changes. This
chapter is the base for the upcoming methods in the following chapters, where
we model details such as wrinkles and age spots.
As discussed in the introduction, the fully generative Morphable Models
are not capable to express details. They capture only the features that occur at
the same locations between individuals. Details are important, because they
give the viewer the impression of photorealism. Our solution is to manipulate
the target image according to Morphable Model space ageing. We manipulate
it in a way that preserves all the details that are already present. Although,
we do not model how details age in this approach, we can create photorealistic
images. The resulting ageing simulation generates all the characteristics that
are present in Morphable Models.
To change the face on the image, we reconstruct the Morphable Model face
parameters from it. We age or rejuvenate the reconstruction in the face space
and apply the change back to the image. Our method consists of three parts.
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Face reconstruction, age manipulation in Morphable Model space, and image
manipulation to make the ageing look photorealistic. We use the probabilistic
face reconstruction approach of Schönborn et al. [Schönborn et al., 2017].
Compared to their approach we use manually annotated landmarks. For more
details consult their paper.
In the following, we describe how to age a face in Morphable Model space,
and how to apply it to the input image.

3.1

Morphable Models

We briefly introduce Morphable Models and their associated face space. They
independently model face shape and texture as a linear combination of basis
vectors. The face geometry is a triangular mesh consisting of vertices positioned in 3D euclidean space. Each vertex has a color value associated with
it. The model consists of a shape part x~s that contains the vertices and a
texture part x~t that contains the color values.
x~s = µ~s +

X

ai S~i

x~t = µ~t +

X

bi T~i

Building the model consists of computing the mean µ~s , µ~t and the basis vectors
~ T~ from a set of face scans. Each scan consists of vertices and associated
S,
color values. To build a meaningful statistic, the face scans have to be aligned
to a reference first. The shape and the texture models are built the same way.
For each model, we create a different sample covariance matrix. The following
describes how to build the models. The different modes of the statistic are
in the eigenvectors of the sample covariance matrix Σ = XXt where each
column of the data matrix X corresponds to an aligned face scan. Either, it
contains the vertices or the color values, depending on which model we are
building. To compute the eigenvectors, we diagonalise Σ.
X=

1
U D2 V t
m

(3.1)

With singular value decomposition we obtain the matrix U . It contains the
eigenvectors of Σ in the columns. The eigenvalues are in the diagonal of D.
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This results in the following expression where di are the diagonal elements of
D and Ui are the columns of U :
X
~i
~x = µ
~+
ai di U
(3.2)
~x stands either for the shape model or the texture model. We use the BFM et
al. [Gerig et al., 2018] that also has an additional shape model for expressions.

3.2

Linear Ageing Simulation

We follow earlier approaches [Blanz and Vetter, 1999; Amberg et al., 2009] to
facial attribute manipulation.
Morphable Models represent faces as points in a low dimensional vector
space. Although different individuals have different faces, we assume that
they age in the same way. This simplification allows us to create the following
additive model of face ageing. To change the age of a face θ~ by α years, we
add an amount proportional to the age of an ageing vector to it.
ω
~
θ~ = θ~0 + α
q

(3.3)

The face vector θ~ consists of the concatenated shape and texture coefficients
(~a, ~b). At the end of this section we describe how to find a value for q that
normalises the age change to one year.
From choosing this additive model it follows that we have a linear model
because the age vector ω
~ does not depend on the age α. To find the age vector
ω
~ , we estimate it from data with age labels. We establish the following linear
relationship between faces W and age α.
Wω
~ =α
~.

(3.4)

The Morphable Model coefficients of each face are in the rows of W and the
age label of the corresponding faces are in α
~.
We find the direction of ageing in model space ω
~ with ridge regression by
minimising the following term.
L(~
ω ) = ||W ω
~ −α
~ ||2 + λ||~
ω ||2

λ∈R

We find the optimal value ω
~ˆ for ω
~ with:
ω
~ˆ = (W T W + λI)+ W T α
~
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We determine the optimal regularization parameter λ with a leave-one-out
approach. We train the model with all but one training sample and then
measure the age prediction performance on the left out sample. We repeat
this procedure for every sample. We do this with different λ and select the
one giving the best age prediction performance.
The age vector tells us in what direction in Morphable Model space we have
to go so that the predicted age changes the most. Going along this direction
from a point in model space makes us end up at a face that is predicted to be
older than from where we started. When starting from a different individual
represented by another position in model space and we go along the same
direction by the same amount, we arrive at yet another face that is predicted
to be older by the same amount. This approach preserves the identity.
To age a face by an amount of years according to Equation 3.3 we need to
find the value for q to normalise the vector ω
~ . Ageing a face θ~i by an amount
α should result in a face with age αi + α. The normalization factor k~ω1k2 can
be found by solving the following equation for q.
(θ~iT + αq~
ω T )~
ω = αi + α

(3.5)

Therefore, to age an input θ~ by the wanted amount of years α, we can use:
ω
~
θ~0 = θ~ + α
,
k~
ω k2

3.2.1

α ∈ R.

(3.6)

Results

Realistic ageing vectors can only be obtained from a face dataset consisting
of faces of varying ages. It needs to contain the wanted ageing effects like
sagging and deepening of naso-labial folds. We estimate the age vector from
the 200 scans of the BFM dataset [Gerig et al., 2018].
The effect of adding and removing the ageing vector is visualized in Figure 3.1. It also shows the influence of different regularization parameters on
age progression. We can see, that the resulting renderings show the effects
of sagging and deepening of the naso-labial folds. It shows the ageing corresponding to optimal, low, and high regularisation values. The optimal choice
of regularisation leads to a mean average error of 5.1 years predicting age.
In the next section we show how we can photorealistically change the age
in a face portrait photograph.
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Figure 3.1: Ageing in Morphable Model space using the BFM data with
different choice of regularisation. Top row: λ = 72, optimal with respect to
age prediction performance, MAE: 5.1years. Middle row: λ = 0, MAE: 5.6
years. Bottom row: strong regularisation λ = 600, MAE: 6.22 years. We
assume, that choosing λ such that it minimises the mean average error in age
prediction also leads to an ageing result that is visually convincing. For a face
on the right, the face on its left is its rejuvenated version and for a face on
the left, the face on its right is its aged version.
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3.3

Image Manipulation

In this section, we age the face depicted in a portrait photo and apply the
linear Morphable Model ageing to it. The result is a picture similar to the
input image but where the face is aged according to the ageing from the last
section. The idea is to obtain photorealism not by creating new pixels, but
by manipulating the ones already present in the image.
With Morphable Model space face ageing we cannot directly age a face on
an image. We reconstruct the face’s shape, texture, pose, and illumination
first. The reconstruction process provides us not only with face shape and
texture that we can age, but also with all the transformations that bring a
face from model coordinates to image coordinates. Thus, it gives us the dense
correspondence between the face surface and the image. As a consequence,
we know for every visible point on the surface of the face at which position
it is in the image. Knowing this, we can render the modeled age change to
manipulate the input image.

3.3.1

Shape Ageing

To age the shape of the face depicted in the image, we apply the 3D shape
ageing deformation to the reconstructed face and project it onto the image
plane. This gives us for every pixel on the image the 2D displacements of the
predicted 3D deformation. Figures 3.2a to 3.2e show the steps from the input
image to the warped image. Rendering the predicted shape change due to age
results in a warp field that is only defined in the region of the face. Applying
the warp field to the image causes artefacts. Figure 3.3 shows a close-up
view of Figure 3.2e (and Figure 3.2g). We can see that different artefacts
appeared due to only warping the face region. We alleviate the artefacts by
extrapolating the warp field from inside the face region to the rest of the
image.
We use the method of Poisson Image Editing [Pérez et al., 2003] to do so.
This results in a smooth warp field that does not stop at the face boundary.
In the following we construct the warp field for the whole image. We segment
the image into two parts: the face region S and the rest of the image Ω. The
boundary of the rest of the image is δΩ. It consists of the face region boundary
δζ and the image boundary δΠ. Inside the face region the warp field has the
value of the rendered warp field f ∗ . Outside the face region it takes the value
of the yet unknown warp field f . We know, that at the face region boundary
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

Figure 3.2: Photorealistic shape ageing. (a) Input image, (b) reconstructed
face, (c) aged reconstruction, (d) deformation as vector field in 2D, (e) warp
applied, (f) extrapolated warp field, (g) applied extrapolated warp field (h)
with texture ageing. A close-up view visualising the artefacts of (e) and the
extrapolated image (g) follows in Figure 3.3. The original image (a) is a crop
of the official portrait of Dan Carden released under the Creative Commons
Attribution 3.0 Unported license by parliament.uk. We use it throughout this
thesis.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.3: We can remove image artefacts by extrapolating the warp field
outside the face region. (a) Image artefacts appear due to warping only inside
the face region. (b) Extrapolating the warp field to the outside of the face
region removes the discontinuities and adapts it to the ageing deformation.

∗
δζ f is fixed to the rendered warp field f |δζ = fδζ
. At the image boundary it
is fixed to zero because we do not want to warp pixels outside the image or
from the outside into the image f |δΠ = 0. For the function f to be smooth,
we further require, that the integral over its gradient magnitude should be
minimal. This leads us to the following expression [Pérez et al., 2003]:

ZZ

|∇f |2

minf

so thatf |δζ = f ∗ |δζ , f |δΠ = 0.

(3.7)

Ω

Figure 3.2f shows the resulting warp field giving a smooth transition at
the face boundary. Figure 3.2g shows the resulting warped image. Figure 3.3
demonstrates that the artefacts have disappeared and we have now a photorealistic shape ageing method.
Changing the shape of the face changes the angle between the shape normals and the illumination. As a result the shading of the face changes. To
account for it, we compute the shading difference between the deformed and
the original shape and add the difference to the warped image. Figure 3.4
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(a) warped

(b) with shading

Figure 3.4: In this Figure we show the effect of adding the shading change
caused by deforming the shape. (a) the face warped according to the shape
change. (b) Additionally adding the shading difference to the warped image.
The effect of shading is most visible at the naso-labial folds and the chin.
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shows the warped image and the warped image with the shading difference.
The size of the effect depends on the reconstructed illumination.

3.3.2

Color Ageing

As we have seen in the regression experiments in Figure 3.1 the color of the
face changes with age. We want to apply this effect to the image. We compute
the difference of color change between the 3D reconstructed face and its aged
version. To change the color according to the age change, we add the difference
to the warped image. We render the shape of the aged reconstruction with
the reconstructed color and with the aged color. Then we add the difference
between the two to the warped target image.

3.3.3

Results

Figure 3.5 shows the age manipulation for different ages. Further, we compare
between applying only the shape age progression and the whole Morphable
Model age progression with color and shading. The shape change is best
visible around the eyes and the chin. The color change is most visible in the
naso-labial fold region where we also can see the effect of the shading. The
skin becomes a slight reddish tone and parts of the eye-brows turn gray.

3.4

Conclusion

We successfully showed how to model the global effects of Morphable Model
ageing photorealistically. By manipulating the target image, we overcome the
problem of missing details that occurs in Morphable Models. As a consequence, we can model sagging, deepening of the naso-labial folds, and dropping of the eyelids photorealistically. To create a photorealistic simulation it
is crucial to warp the whole image, and to add the shading and color difference
as compared to rendering the aged reconstruction into the image.
We model global ageing with the details that are already present in the
image. However, we cannot generate the details that appear with increasing
age because they cannot be captured by Morphable Models. This is reason
why the image at 75 years in Figure 3.5 looks younger. In the next chapters we
show how to add the details that we did not address so far such as wrinkles and
age spots to create an even more realistic ageing simulation. The approach
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30y

50y

75y

Figure 3.5: Photorealistic ageing of an input image in Morphable Model space.
We warp the image according to the shape deformation and add shading and
the color deformation to the warped image. The top row shows only the shape
deformation. The bottom row shows the shape and color aged image including
the shading difference incurred by the shape change. The shape change is
easily noticeable at the chin region. The color changes on the cheeks and the
eyebrows significantly and the shading changes the most at the naso-labial
folds.
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in this chapter is the base of the following methods. In the next chapter, we
improve the rendering part of the ageing simulation with global illumination.
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Chapter 4

Efficient Global Illumination
for Morphable Models
In the last chapter, we have seen how to compute the shape deformations that
are associated with ageing. In this chapter, we enhance the Morphable Model
with global illumination effects. As we have argued before, shape changes influence the shading quite heavily depending on the illumination. The learned
deformations often increase the amount of concavities in the face leading to
self-shadowing. Morphable Model miss these shading effects when using local
illumination models. By modelling them, we enhance the realism of Morphable Models. In this chapter, we increase the realism of our face ageing
simulation by extending the Morphable Model with efficient global illumination. As in the Precomputed Radiance Transfer (PRT) [Sloan et al., 2002]
approach, we model surface light-interaction with radiance transfer functions.
PRT allows fast rendering with global illumination of rigid objects under
varying spherical harmonics environment maps. With the resulting model,
the Morphable Model Precomputed Radiance Transfer model (MoMo-PRT),
we can render Morphable Model faces efficiently and create more realistic face
ageing simulations. It is much faster than ray tracing, because it leverages the
Morphable Model shape space by mapping radiance transfer functions with
shape parameters. The speedup makes global illumination more practical for
artificial face ageing and for face reconstruction.
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This chapter is based on our paper “Efficient Global Illumination for Morphable Models” [Schneider et al., 2017]. Sections marked with “∗” are identical
to the paper.

4.1

Introduction

As age increases more concavities appear on the face. Atrophy of the eyes
increases the eye-socket. Fat density changes of the cheeks lead to creases
around the mouth-nose triangle, the naso-labial folds. Sagging of the cheeks
causes concave regions at the boundary of the cheeks. Inside a concavity, we
observe shadowing effects. At a point inside a concavity a smaller portion of
the sky is visible than at its boundary. In general, to determine the amount
of self-shadowing of a shape, the full geometry has to be considered. To
simulate global illumination such as self-shadowing, we determine the part of
the hemisphere that is occluded by the object itself. This involves ray tracing,
which is computationally expensive because it shoots rays from each point in
random directions outwards and checks for intersections with every triangle
in the mesh.
The amount of incoming radiance is the product of the environment map
with the occluded hemisphere. For Lambertian reflectance the irradiance is
the incoming radiance weighted with the cosine term. As all these terms
are spherical functions we express them as a linear combination of spherical
harmonics basis functions, as it is done in PRT.
PRT provides efficient rendering of arbitrary global illumination effects
and BRDFs for spherical harmonics illumination. For a given shape and illumination model PRT computes the radiance transfer function for every vertex
with ray tracing. The radiance transfer functions turn incoming radiance into
outgoing radiance and contain the full surface light interaction. Computing
the shading becomes summing up the result of multiplying the transfer matrix
with the environment map vector. This separation into a occlusion computation stage and rendering stage has the advantage that once the occluded
part of the hemisphere is identified for every point, we can use it to render
the same shape under different illuminations without ray tracing. However,
as soon as the shape changes the occlusions change and we need to ray trace
again, imposing a performance penalty. PRT is not suited to render deforming
objects. Ageing as well as face reconstruction involves rendering objects that
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deform. These applications would take unpractical amounts of time when ray
tracing was involved.
We create a more efficient way of computing global illumination by approximating the transfer functions we would get with ray tracing. Looking at
two points close to each other in a concavity, the geometry around it is very
similar. The occluded part of the hemisphere is almost the same and thus
the transfer functions are similar as well. Additionally, the transfer functions
of two different but very similar faces will be similar too. The Morphable
Model places similar shapes close to each other in its latent representation.
We compute the transfer functions for a small selection of Morphable Model
shapes and use it to learn the mapping between shape coefficients and transfer
functions.
The result is an extension of Morphable Models capable of expressing
low-frequency global illumination. It consists of the regression of the transfer functions from the shape parameters and a texture model that is free of
self-shadowing. Further, to integrate the model into the MCMC face reconstruction approach([Schönborn et al., 2017]) we propose a linear illumination
estimation method that respects self-shadowing.
We show that the extended model improves face shape reconstruction
performance from a single image over the standard model on the example of
aged faces. Figure 4.1 gives an overview over the whole approach.

4.2

Methods∗

We distinguish between two stages. The model building stage and the efficient
rendering stage. For efficient rendering we directly estimate self-shadowing
from Morphable Model shape parameters using linear regression. We can
thus eliminate the computationally expensive ray casting calculation during
rendering. The overall computational burden of computing self-shadowing
for a deforming object is significantly reduced. Calculation of a radiance
transfer matrix, as required by PRT rendering, is reduced to a matrix-vector
multiplication. To create correct renderings with self-shadowing we need to
correct the texture images by removing shading due to ambient occlusion.
Finally, we also present how the efficient, linear self-shadowing model can
be applied to efficiently estimate an unknown illumination environment map
from a single face image. Figure 4.1 gives an overview over the methods.
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simulate
self-shadowing
ray casting

find self-shadowing
for this shape

shape space Morphable Model
shape parameter

new shape

estimated
transfer matrix

linear
regression

self-shadowing
represented as
radiance transfer
matrix

PRT rendering

solve for W

Figure 4.1: Efficient self-shadowing for the Morphable Model (MoMo-PRT). We approximate selfshadowing for the Morphable Model parameters. Model building: First, we simulate self-shadowing
for different faces in face space. Second, we find a linear mapping between shape parameters and selfshadowing parameters. Efficient Rendering: For a new Morphable Model shape, we estimate its
corresponding self-shadowing parameters using the linear model. This allows to efficiently compute a
rendering with self-shadowing for arbitrary Morphable Model parameters.
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4.2.1

Morphable Model

Our 3D Morphable Face Model is derived from the Basel Face Model [Paysan
et al., 2009], built from face scans of 200 people taken with a structured light
3D scanner. We extended it with a multi-linear model to incorporate facial
expressions as proposed by Amberg et al. [Amberg et al., 2008]. It consists of
two independent PCA models for shape and texture as well as an additional
PCA model for facial expressions. Expressions are modelled as difference to
the neutral faces.

4.2.2

Morphable Model Radiance Transfer

For Morphable Model Radiance Transfer (MoMo-PRT), we estimate shelfshadowing radiance transfer directly from the model’s shape representation.
The method is based on PRT [Sloan et al., 2002] but introduces a computationally efficient way of finding transfer matrices.
Within the PRT framework, emitted radiance r on the surface of an illuminated object is calculated by linear transfer of incoming irradiance l. All
functions on the sphere are expanded in a Spherical Harmonics basis. For
every point i on the surface this is
ri = Ti l.

(4.1)

The transfer matrix Ti describes the surface-light interaction and includes
all shelf-shadowing effects. In PRT, it needs to be calculated by solving a
full ray casting integration for each object while viewpoint and illumination
changes do not require recomputing.
Observed radiance Li at a position i is a linear combination of radiance r
with spherical harmonics basis functions Y evaluated in normal direction n
of the surface
Li = (Y(ni ) ∗ bi )t ri = (Y(ni ) ∗ bi )t Ti l.

(4.2)

Y(ni )∗bi is the convolution of spherical harmonics basis functions with the
BRDF b. In this work, we assume a constant BRDF (Lambertian reflectance)
on the whole surface and expand functions on the sphere using three bands
of real spherical harmonics Ylm , l = 0, 1, 2 (9 coefficients).
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MoMo-PRT. For a Morphable Model, we model a linear relationship Wi (θ)
between radiance transfer matrices and shape parameters θ at every vertex i
of the mesh
Ti = Wi (θ)

(4.3)

and therefore the outgoing radiance
ri = Wi (θ)l.

(4.4)

Matrices within triangles are found by barycentric interpolation.
Training. To actually find mappings W, we perform multivariate linear regression on a training data set consisting of pairs of shape parameters and
corresponding transfer matrices T. Transfer matrices for training are calculated by full self-shadowing integration using ray tracing for each example
shape on each vertex of the mesh.
Example shapes are obtained by varying principal components of the Morphable Model. We sample components at ±2 standard deviations. More
specifically, samples lie on a hypercube in parameter space with edge length
4. We systematically sample all corners on the hypercube for the first three
principal components of shape and expression.
For every vertex i, we search the linear transform Wi
Wi θ + T̃0i = T̃i .

(4.5)

Here, Wi is a matrix mapping shape parameters to the vectorized transfer
matrix T̃i . Below, we treat the constant offset T̃0i implicitly and remove it
from notation to prevent clutter.
For each vertex i, we get a system of linear equations for n training examples
h
i
Wi θ = T̃i1 , T̃i2 , . . . T̃in .
(4.6)
We render n = 600 training examples and have a dimensionality 9×9 = 81
of T̃. We then obtain Wi for each vertex as the least-squares solutions of
above systems.
Shelf-shadowing approximated by the proposed linear method is visually
indistinguishable from the full PRT computation while dramatically faster,
see Fig. 4.2 and Table 4.1.
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(a) local illumination

(b) global (ours)

(c) global (PRT)

(d)
RGB
difference
magnitude between (b)
and (c)

Figure 4.2: A comparison of the different rendering methods with the same
environment map applied to a face with expression (top) and an aged face
(bottom). The local model assumes Lambertian reflectance and contains no
global illumination effects (a). The proposed model consists of local illumination plus efficient self-shadowing (b). It approximates physically based,
accurate but slow self-shadowing of the PRT method (c). The approximate
MoMo-PRT method (b) is visually indistinguishable from the full calculation
(c). In contrast, the local model misses shadows to the left of the nose and
cannot render the naso-labial fold with a satisfying impression of depth.This
can be seen in (d). It shows the norm of the RGB difference vectors between
(b) and (c). The mean error for the top row is 0.01 and for the bottom it
is 0.02. The maximal possible deviation is 1.73. The maximum deviation is
0.35 and 0.67.
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4.2.3

Self-Occlusion Correction of Textures

Textures of face scans contain shading due to self-shadowing even when lit
with ambient illumination. In the classical Morphable Model, the texture
model still contains such shading. Because shape and texture are modelled
independently, shading due to self-occlusion can be expressed with the texture model, without changing the shape. With explicit shadow rendering, we
correct scan textures to prevent double application of self-shadowing effects.
We remove the shading due to ambient occlusion similarly to the approach
of Beeler et al. [Beeler et al., 2012]. To remove shading due to self-occlusion,
we subtract it from captured textures under ambient illumination. We explicitly calculate shelf-shadowing for the 3D scan geometry and find the amount
of shading d due to self-shadowing by subtracting a rendering without selfshadowing Rs̄ from a rendering with self-shadowing Rs . The corrected texture
image Is̄ is obtained by subtracting the shading due to self-shadowing d from
the input image Is
Is̄ = Is − (Rs − Rs̄ ) .

(4.7)

Physically-based rendering relies on a linear color space. We therefore
linearise input colors in the sRGB color space with gamma correction before
subtraction and rendering. The texture model is also built in linear color
space.

4.2.4

Model Fit to an Image

The Morphable Model provides rich prior knowledge to obtain a 3D reconstruction of a face from a single image in an Analysis-by-Synthesis manner.
Fitting the model to the image reconstructs shape, texture, pose and illumination. Our linear shadowing model can be directly applied to inverse rendering
in the fitting process. It is possible to efficiently obtain the illumination condition of the face by solving a linear system which relates observed pixel colors,
surface normals, self-occlusion, albedo and the environment map. Such estimation of illumination respects self-shadowing as an effect of surface-light
interaction. For adapting the model to an image, we employ the Markov chain
Monte Carlo fitting framework of Schönborn et al. [Schönborn et al., 2017].
To obtain the illumination estimation, we rewrite (4.2) as a system of

T
linear equations for N observed radiance values L = L1 L2 · · · LN
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L = Al.

(4.8)

ti = (Y(ni ) ∗ bi )t Ti .

(4.9)

The rows of A are

We use our linear estimate of the transfer matrices Ti = Wi θ in above
system and obtain the environment map l as the least-squares solution.

4.3

Experiments∗

We evaluate the approximation quality of the Morphable Model with selfshadowing and compare its 3D reconstruction performance to a Morphable
Model without self-shadowing. The model with linear approximate shelfshadowing can improve on face reconstruction on synthetic and real-world
data.

4.3.1

Approximation Quality

We quantitatively compare renderings obtained with MoMo-PRT to its ground
truth, a full PRT shelf-shadowing calculation. We evaluate the image difference between the obtained face renderings as a measure of error. We choose
all other settings identical and directly compare the effects of including shelfshadowing. To get a diverse, averaged result, we randomly sample face instances at increasing distance from the mean and thus decreasing statistical
plausibility. For each distance value, we draw 10 samples, render the local illumination model, our linear approximation with MoMo-PRT and do the full
shadowing calculation of PRT. The renderings use two different illumination
setups, an evenly-lit ambient setup and a shadowing scene with illumination
from the side. Both renderings are compared to full PRT calculation. The
image reconstruction error is a pixel-wise Root Mean Square (RMS) difference of RGB values. For comparability, it is scaled relative to the maximally
possible value (white). The results are presented in Fig. 4.3.
While the local model shows a difference of 3% and higher, the linear approximation is consistently below 1.5%, even below 0.5% for ambient light
(only ambient occlusion effect). We observe a slightly increasing reconstruction error for more extreme shapes (farther from mean), which is completely
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Figure 4.3: Gap between different models and true self-shadowing.
Comparison of the local illumination model and MoMo-PRT with true selfshadowing for random face shapes with increasing distance to the mean. We
compare renderings using the respective approximate model (MoMo-PRT
and local illumination) with true self-shadowing under two different illumination conditions, ambient and with strong self-shadowing under illumination
from the side (shadow). The approximation quality of MoMo-PRT is very
high. It reproduces the image obtained by full shelf-shadowing calculation
with less than 1.5% difference. However, local illumination cannot capture
shadowing and reproduces the image considerably worse. Difference values
are relative average RGB magnitudes of pixel-wise differences.
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expected. However, the MoMo-PRT deals with it quite well and only shows
a very moderate increase for plausible shapes.
The low reconstruction error of the proposed method corresponds to a
perceptually hardly visible difference. The proposed model leads to renderings
of faces with expression and aged faces with deeper folds which are visually
indistinguishable from the full PRT calculation, see Fig. 4.2.
The small approximation error shows that linear methods are justified for
this application. We do not see a benefit in the additional precision we would
gain with non-linear methods due to the added cost. At least within the range
of the shape variations we apply the model to.

4.3.2

Computational Performance Comparison

We compare the speed of rendering different faces with the proposed method
to the full self-shadowing calculation of PRT. We sample random faces from
the Morphable Model and render them with the simple local illumination
model, the proposed model and with full PRT. We timed rendering and drawing a model sample in all three models. All meshes consist of roughly 50 000
vertices and 100 000 triangles. For a fast triangle lookup in the full PRT integration [Sloan et al., 2002], we use an Octree [Meagher, 1982] implementation.
It is to note that we are using a software renderer for all methods. To measure
time of computation we repeated the experiment ten times on an Intel Xeon
CPU with 4 cores (8 threads at 3.6Hz. One thread each was used for the local
and MoMo-PRT models and six for the full PRT simulation. In Table 4.1, we
present the dramatic speedup of roughly 685× using the linear approximation
MoMo-PRT compared to the full self-shadowing simulation. For comparison,
the local illumination model is still faster but does not consider any shadowing effects and generates less realistic face renderings. Whilst the full PRT
rendering is not suitable for real-time-applications the proposed MoMo-PRT
rendering can be performed in real-time.

4.3.3

Reconstruction Experiment on Artificial Data

We evaluate the self-shadowing model in terms of its quality of face reconstruction from images in a model fitting application. We therefore compare
Morphable Model face reconstruction of shape, texture and illumination on
artificial renderings to their ground truth values. The artificial target images
depict a single face, illuminated by shadowing light, as used in Fig. 4.2. Model
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Table 4.1: Performance comparison. All values are relative to the full simulation. The mesh consists of 50 000 vertices and 100 000 triangles. Besides
rendering, the measured times contain drawing a model sample in all three
methods. More details can be found in Section 4.3.2.
Model
PRT
MoMo-PRT
local

Speedup
1
685
1 410

fitting is based on the MCMC method presented in [Schönborn et al., 2017].
We use their presented setup but replace illumination estimation with our
own shadow-aware version presented in Section 4.2.4.
We render 20 randomly generated face images using a full physically based
self-shadowing simulation as target images. Reconstructions are obtained by
fitting the Morphable Model with our linear radiance transfer extension and
with a local illumination model only. The fit is properly initialized at the right
face pose to focus on actual face reconstruction rather than initialization. We
evaluate fits on the best of 10 000 drawn samples.
Evaluation is based on RMS differences to the ground truth data used for
rendering. We evaluate shape difference, albedo reconstruction, illumination
estimation and image reconstruction. Shape is a point-wise comparison of
the 3D shape positions at each vertex. Texture is compared directly on a
normalized image without any illumination. Illumination is compared by
rendering a sphere under the estimated environment map and comparing the
resulting images [Barron and Malik, 2015]. The image reconstruction error
measures how well we can approximate the target image with the model fit.
All color values are RMS differences in RGB space, see above. Shape difference
is in mm. We test if improvements by the proposed method over the baseline
are statistically significant with the Wilcoxon signed-rank test on the sample
of 20 examples.
The experiment demonstrates a significant superior shape reconstruction
performance when self-shadowing is considered. Also, the final model-reconstructed
image is more similar to the original image. The effect can be emphasized
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for shapes which show more geometric details, such as aged faces. Table 4.2
presents a summary of the reconstruction results.
Table 4.2: Reconstruction performance of the proposed self-shadowing model
(global) and the model with only local illumination (local) when adapted
to an image. Reconstruction of shape and image are significantly (*) better with self-shadowing. Reconstruction errors measure Root Mean Square
(RMS) differences between reconstruction and ground truth, for details refer
to Section 4.3.3.

shape [mm]
texture
illumination
image

4.3.4

local
2.51
0.11
0.14
0.14

global (ours)
2.12*
0.11
0.14
0.12*

Reconstruction Experiment on Photographs

To offer more intuitive analysis of fitting performance, we qualitatively demonstrate the result also on a few real-world images. We manually initialized
fitting with user-provided landmarks locations. Fitting is performed with the
same settings as in the above experiment. In Fig. 4.4 we present the resulting image reconstructions of our Morphable Model with shelf-shadowing and
compare it to a fit obtained with a locally illuminated model.
We performed a more detailed analysis of how the fitting result is composed
of the different components of the face model. Whilst the reconstruction of
the local model often looks feasible too, it tends to explain illumination effects
by the texture model (see Fig. 4.5).
The resulting fits demonstrate the increased quality of reconstruction.
With characteristic shapes and shadowing illuminations we observe the largest
difference in image reconstruction between ours and the local model. The results of the self-shadowing based image analysis appear better in regions where
shadows have strong effects on facial appearance. Mainly in the eye, nose and
naso-labial fold regions the image reconstruction is better and those regions
are better explained by shape and illumination and not the texture model.
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Naso-labial folds tend to be more pronounced and shadows can be reproduced
better.

4.4

Ageing

We will now compare the local model to the global model with respect to
ageing in Figure 4.6. The MoMo-PRT renderings are based on the deluminated model. The local model is not capable of creating self-shadowing due
to ageing. The global model however, is capable, and does so very efficiently.

4.5

Conclusion

Simulating global illumination is a computationally expensive task. However,
we showed, that when restricting the space of allowed geometries to the Morphable Model shape space, we can efficiently and precisely approximate global
illumination from shape parameters. The proposed model extends Morphable
Models with arbitrary low-frequency global illumination effects at low computational cost compared to ray tracing. Representing surface-light interaction
with linear transfer matrices as in PRT gives fast rendering for non-deforming
objects under changing illumination. Expressing them as a function of shape
parameters provides us efficient rendering when the shape deforms. Therefore, modelling global illumination becomes more feasible in inverse rendering
methods, because they often iteratively deform an initial shape to an unknown
shape depicted on a target image. We showed quantitatively, that at least in
the case of aged shapes and self-shadowing inducing illuminations Morphable
Model PRT benefits shape reconstruction. The qualitative experiment suggests that the model benefits reconstruction in general in the presence of
self-shadowing illuminations by giving a better explanation of the image.
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(a) Local Illumination

(b) Target

(c) MoMo-PRT

Figure 4.4: Morphable Model fits to target photograph (b), with the local
illumination model (a) and our MoMo-PRT method (c). Improved ageing
and naso-labial fold in the first row. Second row exhibits self-shadowing: the
left eye and left part of the mouth is less visible because of self-shadowing.
Images are from Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW [Huang et al., 2007]) and
Annotated Facial Landmarks in the Wild (AFLW [Köstinger et al., 2011])
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fit

(a) Target

albedo

(b) Local Illumination

fit

albedo

(c) MoMo-PRT

Figure 4.5: Explanation of target image (a) with either texture or
self-shadowing. Reconstruction with local model (b). Reconstruction with
our model (c). Both reconstructions hold a feasible image explanation (left).
The constructed texture rendered on mean shape lit with ambient illumination (right) reveals how the different models explain the target image. For
the first example (top) the naso-labial fold is explained in the texture using
the local illumination model and with shape and illumination using the proposed MoMo-PRT. The second example depicts the dark eye region in the
target image reconstructed by the local illumination model explaining shadowing in the texture by making it unnaturally darker around the eyes. Our
model explains the shadowing of the eye with self-shadowing. Upper Image:
LFW [Huang et al., 2007], lower Image: KEYSTONE/EPA/Justin Lane
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of local illumination (top) to global illumination with
self-shadowing (bottom) with respect to Morphable Model space ageing. Ages:
30,50,70,90. The difference is most visible at the naso-labial folds and the eyes.
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Chapter 5

Example-Based Face Ageing
We propose a photorealistic model of face ageing capable of modelling the
details that appear with increasing age. In the last chapters we were concerned
with ageing in Morphable Model space. It allows us to model the global age
changes such as sagging and changes in skin reflectance (Chapter 3) with
self-shadowing (Chapter 4).
In this chapter we model the details that appear with increasing age.
Details such as age spots, wrinkles, and pores influence the perception of the
age of a face heavily. These features are very diverse and difficult to model.
For example, many details do not correspond between individuals. They are at
different locations and vary in amount. This makes it impossible to capture
them in a statistic such as Morphable Models that requires point-to-point
correspondence.
To model details we take a different approach. Instead of building a statistic, we select a face that has the details we want and use them as an example
for the ageing process. To age a face, we take the higher-frequency part of
the whole face skin of the example and transfer it to the target face. As a
result, the face now has the details of the example face. Depending on what
face we select as example, we can age the face or rejuvenate it. When we
select a face with wrinkles the resulting face will have wrinkles. When we
select a face of a young person having smooth skin, we rejuvenate the target
face. To preserve the identity of the target face in the aged face, we transfer
only the higher-frequency part of the example image and we leave out regions
important to identify a person such as the eyes, eye-brows and the lips.
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To be able to add the details to the face on the target image, we need
to reconstruct the face parameters, as in Chapter 3. Having obtained correspondence between the face model and the image, we can transfer the highfrequency part of the example skin texture that we selected according to the
target age. For the ageing of the shape, we apply the 3D ageing deformation
to the image as shown in Chapter 3. Also, we learn the ageing deformation in
the same way as we described it in Section 3.3.1, but we use a different data
set consisting of 3D face scans of only women. This chapter is related to a
cosmetics research project where the interest was to age women.
Input Face Image
Shape

aging
deformation
projected to 2d

3d shape aging
deformation*

Aged Face (+25 years)

+warp and

3D Reconstruction

shading

skin
blending*

+
Texture

2D rendering

3D Donor Faces

*depends on targeted age

selected donor*

Figure 5.1: Face ageing simulation overview. Ageing of an input face image
by 25 years. Ageing of shape according to Morphable Model statistic and of
texture according to selected example face. From left to right: Reconstructing
input face shape and illumination. Deforming shape by amount of years.
Blending of the input skin texture with an individual at target age. Rendering
of the blended texture. 2D warping of rendered image according to ageing
deformation. Adding shading difference caused by ageing deformation.
We evaluate the model with perception experiments. First, to show that
the model is realistic, we compare how easy it is for human observers to
distinguish between synthesised and real images. Second, to show that the
change in age agrees with human perception, we ask study subjects to estimate
the age of real faces and modified faces. Figure 5.1 shows an overview over
the proposed approach.
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This chapter is based on our paper “Photorealistic Exemplar-Based Face
Ageing” [Schneider et al., 2018a] that developed during my PhD. Sections
that are almost identical to the paper are marked by a “∗’.

5.1

Skin Detail Transfer∗

Until now we have not modelled any fine details. Since we cannot use the
Morphable Model to add such details, we obtain them from the texture of an
older face containing the desired details. To create an age progression series
for a face, we first select manually a person whose age is close to the desired
maximum target age of the series. This person’s face will donate the details
encoded in the high-frequency part to the face we want to age. We assume,
that the details appear gradually with increasing age. Therefore, as the age
is increasing in the age progression, we increase the amplitude of the higher
frequencies of the details, taking the full amount at the maximum target age.
Additionally, to keep the identity, we do not transfer details at the position
of the eyes, nose, and mouth. To be able to add details, we reconstruct the
face parameters as shown in the former chapters.
The texture transfer process has four components. The selected donor
texture td , the receiver texture tr , the amount of donor amplitude to transfer
q(α) that depends on age α, and the binary mask m indicating positions in
the texture x that receive transfer.
The resulting texture tα is obtained according to the formula below where
the operator ⊕ represents blending of the image left and right to it. This
operator will be detailed in the upcoming part.


tα (x) = tr (x)(1 − q(α)m(x)) ⊕ q(α)m(x)td (x)
where
q(α) =

α − αr
.
αd − αr

(5.1)
(5.2)

With αr being the age of the receiver and αd the age of the donor.

5.1.1

Detail Blending

Here we explain the details of the operator ⊕, blending the details of the
donor into the receiver image. First, we decompose both texture images into
a Laplacian pyramid [Burt and Adelson, 1987] [Burt and Adelson, 1983], Pr
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for the receiver and Pd for the donor, where the size of the pyramid levels
is halved each time. Each level of the pyramid represents a frequency band
from which we can reconstruct the input image.
To transfer the details, we mix the two pyramids at the corresponding
levels representing the higher frequencies according to the blending weights in
equation 5.1. The resulting pyramid P of the blended texture image tα looks
like this at level l:
Pl (x) = Prl (x)(1 − q(α)m(x)) + Pdl (x)(q(α)m(x))

(5.3)

where Prl and Pdl are the level l of the Laplacian pyramid of the receiver and
donor textures, respectively. Since the details we are interested in are high
frequency ones, only the five largest levels of the two pyramids are merged.
For the remaining levels of P , the original corresponding levels of Pr are taken.
The final texture is then obtained by collapsing the resulting pyramid P .

5.2

Experiments∗

Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show examples of simulating ageing and rejuvenation of face images by different amounts. We now validate the ageing model
with perception experiments. We measure how real synthesised images are
perceived, and how accurately the proposed model follows age perception.

5.2.1

Experimental Setup

Dataset
In both experiments we use the same data set. It consists of 200 faces in
total, of which 27 are real and 173 artificially aged. We age 25 face images
and transfer the details from different donor images aged between 20 and 70
years. To validate the model’s capability of simulating ageing and rejuvenation, we age them by 9 steps of 5 years each, between the ages of 20 and 65,
depending on their starting perceived age. To make sure that the participants
can concentrate on the face itself, and that they are not influenced by hair
and clothing, we crop the images at the face region boundary and set everything else to white. Figure 5.4 shows an example of the interface shown to
the judges. The eyes have been blacked out to anonymise the faces.
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Aging examples

Rejuvenation examples

target aging:
+20 years

target aging:
-20 years

original perceived
age: 30.7

original perceived
age: 58.0

manipulated
perceived age:
47.7

manipulated
perceived age:
51.4

fake ratio: 23/80

fake ratio: 9/80

target aging:
+15 years

target aging:
-15 years

original perceived
age: 37.6

original perceived
age: 47.8

manipulated
perceived age:
47.2

manipulated
perceived age:
41.8

fake ratio: 13/80

fake ratio: 12/80

target aging:
+10 years

target aging:
-10 years

original perceived
age: 35.9

original perceived
age: 45.1

manipulated
perceived age:
46.3

manipulated
perceived age:
38.9

fake ratio: 9/80

fake ratio: 9/80

target aging:
+5 years

target aging:
-5 years

original perceived
age: 41.7

original perceived
age: 56.4

manipulated
perceived age:
42.8

manipulated
perceived age:
51.5

fake ratio: 11/80

fake ratio: 16/80

Figure 5.2: Examples of ageing and rejuvenation manipulation with corresponding perception results. Left image of each pair is the original image and
on the right the simulated image. The fake ratio indicates how many of the
judges recognised them as being artificial.
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Rejuvenated by 10 years

Angela Merkel in 2010
Age: 56 years

Aged by 10 years

Figure 5.3: Examples of ageing and rejuvenation manipulation of Angela
Merkel. The strongest changes for rejuvenation and ageing are visible at the
naso-labial folds. In the rejuvenated version the wrinkles are softer. The aged
version shows deeper naso-labial folds.

Figure 5.4: Interface showed to judges.
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Figure 5.5: Distribution of perceived artificiality with respect to age change.
Values of zero are assigned to images that are perceived as real and values of
one to the ones perceived as unreal. The middle bar shows the realism scores
of the original faces. We can see, that the realism scores of the changed faces
are similar to scores of the original faces.
Judges
Human perception was collected from 80 judges. 46% of the judges were aged
between 20 and 39 y.o and 54% between 40 and 59 years old, all presenting
good visual acuity. Images of the data set are displayed randomly. Two
sessions are proposed with 100 images per session and a break of 2 minutes
between the two blocks.

5.2.2

Perception of Realism

In the first experiment, we measure how real the simulated images are perceived. Images generated from a realistic ageing simulation should be difficult
to distinguish from real images. We show the images to the 80 judges and ask
them to tell if the image is real or not. They select from two options either
real or fake. An average of 69,5% of the simulated images and 77,4% of the
non simulated images are found to look real by the 80 judges. In the following,
we test if the two averages are significantly different. The null-hypothesis H0
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is that the two averages p1 and p2 are equal and the alternative HA that they
are different. We use a binomial test and compute the z-score and compare it
with the value of 1.96 corresponding to a significance level of α = 5%.
z=q

pˆ1 − pˆ2
p̂(1 −

p̂)( n11

,
+

p̂ =

1
n2 )

n1 pˆ1 + n2 pˆ2
n1 + n2

(5.4)

We obtain z = 0.79 which is smaller than zα/2 = 1.96. This means, that
we cannot reject the null-hypothesis. This shows that there is no significant
difference between how the simulations and the real images are perceived.
Figure 5.5 shows the distribution of realism score as a function of the simulated
age. The realism score is obtained by averaging the responses of the 80 judges
to each image where they assign a score of 1 to a fake image and a score of 0
to a real one.

5.2.3

Perception of Age in Simulated Ageing

70

perceived age

60
+5
+10
+15
+20
+25
-5
-10
-15
-20
-25

50

40

30

years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years
years

20
20

30

40

50

60

70

simulated age

Figure 5.6: Perceived age of artificially aged faces. Size of points indicates the
amount of ageing applied to the receiver face. Blue points for rejuvenation,
red points for ageing. It shows a general linear trend, meaning that changing
the target age results in a proportional change in perceived age.
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16

RMS differences between perceived age and target age
mean sdev of perceived age between judges

14
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8
6
4
2
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15
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25

simulated age increase in years

Figure 5.7: Model accuracy with respect to different amounts of ageing. We
relate the difference between how old the faces are perceived and how they
should be perceived according to the simulation with the standard deviation
of perceived age between judges. This shows that our model works best within
the range of -10 to 25 years age increase.
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In this experiment, we validate, how well the simulated images agree with
perception. To validate the precision of the ageing simulation we ask the
judges to assign an age to the image. The judges answer the question by
entering a two digit number. Figure 5.6 shows the results of how the age of
the simulated images is perceived. In an ideal case, the simulated and perceived ages should be the same, with a correlation coefficient of R = 1. We
observe R = 0.88. Interesting to note is that we do not observe the judges
to systematically underestimate the age of the simulations, as was reported
in work of Burt and Adelson [Burt and Perrett, 1995]. However, we observe
the age to be overestimated in the case of rejuvenation and underestimated in
the case of ageing. This suggests that recalibrating the ageing simulation according to the results of the study might be beneficial. To measure the model
quality, we compute the model error, that is the difference between simulated
age and perceived age. We compare it to the uncertainty of the judges, that
is the standard deviation of perceived age between judges. A small model
error and a larger uncertainty of the judges is indicative of a model producing images faithful to perceived age. The mean absolute difference between
perceived age and targeted age is 5, 6 years. This is slightly below 6, 7 years,
the standard deviation of perceived age between judges. Figure 5.7 shows the
mean absolute difference between the simulated age and the perceived age for
different amounts of ageing. Additionally, it shows the mean variance of the
perceived age between judges. We observe a large mismatch for rejuvenation
of more than 10 years. Astonishingly, in the case of ageing, the model error
is relatively small compared to the standard deviation. Summarising, we can
say that the model works best on the range of -10 to 25 years of ageing.

5.3

Conclusion

We showed, that we can successfully improve on the ageing simulation from
Chapter 3 by adding details such as wrinkles, age spots, and pores. By mixing
the higher-frequencies of a donor face with the lower frequencies of the target
face we can add wrinkles and other skin deficiencies and preserve the identity
of the target. Further, we show, that the generated images are difficult to
distinguish from real images. The results are perceived close to the targeted
age when rejuvenating no more than 10 years and ageing less than 25 years.
We do not observe the systematic underestimation of the attributed age as
was observed in previous work [Burt and Perrett, 1995] that does not model
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details. This seems to confirm the hypothesis that only modelling the coarse
low-frequency ageing deformations is not sufficient to model ageing precisely.
Although, we only transfer the higher frequencies, we still risk modifying
the identity of the target face because we transfer a relatively large area. In
the next chapters, we will transfer only specific parts of donor faces. We will
improve the control over what details are synthesised. In the next chapter, we
address these drawbacks by explicitly modelling only wrinkles and how they
propagate.
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Chapter 6

Example-Based Wrinkle
Propagation
We propose a novel, example-based ageing simulation that models the propagation of wrinkles. With increasing age wrinkles tend to increase in amount
and grow. The wrinkle covered area of the face increases systematically. Wrinkles start to appear around the eyes and at the naso-labial folds. Then they
grow from the corners of the eyes outwards and from the naso-labial folds
downwards. Later, more wrinkles start to appear on the cheeks and on the
forehead. Wrinkles become visually more and more important with age. This
makes modelling them necessary in a realistic ageing simulation.
To determine how wrinkles propagate, we estimate average wrinkle locations at different ages from data. To simulate wrinkle propagation, we blend
increasingly more donor wrinkles into the target face according to the estimated locations. The result is a photorealistic and identity-preserving model
of facial ageing showing wrinkle growth.
Compared to the approach in Chapter 5, we transfer only the wrinkles
from a donor to a receiver texture instead of the whole skin region. The
example-based full detail transfer has two disadvantages. First, it changes a
relatively large area of the face, thus mixing the receiver identity with the
donor’s. Second, more wrinkles are present at intermediate time steps than
would occur in natural ageing. Instead that the amount of details increases,
the strength with which all donor wrinkles appear at the same time increases.
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We propose to separate the wrinkle synthesis process into two parts. The
first, defines how wrinkles propagate on the face with increasing age and we
call it wrinkle propagation. The second, defines the pixel values of the wrinkle
texture and we call it wrinkle appearance. To age a face, we blend the target
face with the wrinkles of a donor face that has a large amount of wrinkles.
We blend the wrinkles increasingly into the face according to the propagation
data.
We start with naively transferring all the wrinkles and then continue with
determining how they propagate and how to apply it to the image.

6.1

Naive Wrinkle Transfer

A simple extension of the example-based ageing method from the former chapter would be to transfer only the wrinkle part of the texture instead of the
whole skin region. To show the need for the wrinkle propagation approach,
we modify the example-based method from Chapter 5 with a mask restricted
to transferring only the wrinkles of the donor and inspect the result. In the
next section, we improve the naive approach and make it more realistic by
adding wrinkle propagation functionality.

6.1.1

Blending Mask

To blend the donor wrinkles into the receiver texture, we first need to identify
which parts of the donor texture will be blended into the receiver. The result
is a texture that indicates for every pixel to what proportion it should be
blended with its corresponding receiver pixel.
We first identify the wrinkles in a donor texture. We train a random forest classifier on texture images where we labeled pixels as either belonging to
a wrinkle or not. We use the interactive segmentation tool Ilastik [Sommer
et al., 2011] to automatically find features and train the classifier. We use
non-linear features for every pixel. With the trained random forest, we can
predict the wrinkle probability per pixel. To segment the texture into wrinkle
and non-wrinkle areas we threshold the probabilities. To use the segmentation
as blending mask, we soften the transition between wrinkle and non-wrinkle
areas. We introduce a smooth transition from the segment boundary outwards. Figure 6.2 shows a face, its wrinkle detection map and the resulting
blending mask.
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Figure 6.1: We blend the donor texture at wrinkle positions with a receiver.
We blend wrinkles with increasing strength, proportional to the age, making
them more visible as age progresses. With this simple approach, we can
already achieve a relatively realistic impression of ageing. However, too many
wrinkles are taken at an early age, wrinkles that would only appear later in
life. Note that always the same parts of the donor is blended and that only
the strength changes with increasing age.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.2: From face to blending mask. (a) shows the donor face, (b) the
wrinkle detection probability mapped on the face surface and (c) the wrinkle
mask. Given a face texture, we predict the wrinkle probability, then threshold
it and smoothen the transition at the boundaries. Throughout this chapter,
we use this blending mask to mix the wrinkles with different receiver faces.
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6.1.2

Result

Figure 6.1 illustrates the result of blending the wrinkles according to the
detected wrinkle mask. As in Chapter 5 we increase the blending weight
proportional to the target age. As a consequence, at every age step of the
series, all the detected wrinkles are blended with the receiver. At each step,
we mix every wrinkle pixel by the same amount. Thus, already at an early
age, all the wrinkles appear on the face. In the next part, we show how to
compute different blending weights at different ages to give the impression of
wrinkle growth.

6.2

Propagating Wrinkle Transfer

To simulate propagating wrinkles, we blend different wrinkles at different
points in time. We create new blending masks indicating at which age and
at what location a wrinkle should appear. From wrinkle detection maps, we
measure at what age different wrinkle locations tend to appear. We first
compute average wrinkle location for different age groups. Then, we turn
the averages into blending masks to incrementally transfer different donor
wrinkles into the receiver.

6.2.1

Identifying Wrinkle Location

We measure how wrinkles are distributed on the face depending on age by
segmenting a set of face scan textures into wrinkle and non-wrinkle areas. We
label wrinkles on a dataset consisting of 70 face scans of varying age with
the interactive segmentation tool Ilastik. We compute a moving average of
detection maps over age per pixel.
To build an average, we only consider detection maps of faces within an
age window.
µ(α) =

α+k
1 X
WrinkleDetectionOfFaceOfAge(i)
n

(6.1)

i=α−k

We define a window of 10 years (k = 5) that we move from 25 to 70. The
average wrinkle map µ at age α is the average detection map of all faces in
the dataset within the age range α ± k. Figure 6.3 shows the averages from 30
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30

40

60

50

70

Figure 6.3: Average wrinkle detection for different ages from 30 to 70. Detections within a 10 year window around the target age are averaged. The
difference between two images shows where wrinkles propagate to. Wrinkles
tend to propagate from the eyes outwards and the naso-labial folds downwards
while deepening.

to 70 in a 10 year window. We can see that the amount of wrinkles increases
with age, in the region of the naso-labial fold and on the forehead.
To measure how wrinkles change we look at the differences between wrinkle
averages at different ages. We subtract the moving averages at younger ages
from older ages. Figure 6.4 shows the difference between 30 and 40 years and
40 and 50 years. Positive differences indicate positions where wrinkles appear.
We can see, that some wrinkles appear, but some locations seem to disappear
as indicated by negative values. This shows, that using the averages directly
is not suitable due to the negative part in the differences. It would lead to
wrinkles disappearing with increasing age, which would not be realistic. Even,
with current cosmetics.
This is a severe issue. To blend the wrinkles, we only need to know where
we should add wrinkles and how strongly we should add them. We use the
cumulative sum over the moving averages to identify the wrinkle locations.
We sum the averages µ at every position x in the image over the age α.
c(α, x) =

α
X

µ(i, x)

(6.2)

i=0

Figure 6.5 shows the resulting wrinkle locations for different age groups. Note,
that by calculating the cumulative sum, wrinkles do not disappear with increasing age.
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(a) 30,40

(b) 40,50

Figure 6.4: Differences between wrinkle averages between neighbouring age
groups: (a) the groups 30 and 40 and (b) the groups 40 and 50. Positive
differences are in blue and correspond to adding wrinkles with increasing age.
Negative ones are in red and correspond to removing them. Wrinkles should
not be removed with increasing age. Using wrinkle averages directly would
lead to unrealistic simulation of wrinkle progression because of the negative
differences.

(a) 25-35

(b) 35-45

(c) 45-55

(d) 55-65

(e) 65-75

Figure 6.5: Cumulative sum c(α) over wrinkle averages (Equation 6.2. With
increasing age, wrinkle locations are only added as compared to using wrinkle
averages directly. See Figure 6.3.
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To compute the wrinkle location, we further normalise the summed up
values:
c(α, x)
l(α, x) =
.
(6.3)
max c(α, x)
The resulting texture contains location information.

6.2.2

Propagation Blending

To simulate wrinkle growth, we transfer different wrinkles depending on age.
With increasing age, more and more of the donor wrinkles will be transferred
to the receiver. We assume we are given a donor face texture that already has
wrinkles at all the typical locations such as the forehead, around the eyes, and
on the cheeks. Further, we assume that the receiver texture is from a younger
face that has no or only few or faint wrinkles. Assuming this is a necessity,
because if the receiver already exhibits significant wrinkling, we would need
a way to handle them.
The location maps alone are not sufficient to create realistic blending
masks at different time steps. We are missing the information about how
strongly we should blend them with the receiver. The wrinkle averages µ,
however, contain this information. Therefore, we modulate the location map
l by the wrinkle average values. We scale the location mask l(α, x) at every
position by the same amount s(α, αdonor ). We build the ratio between the
average at current age α and the average corresponding to the donor age. We
sum over all n pixels.
Pn
µ(α, i)
s(α, αdonor ) = Pn i=1
(6.4)
i=1 µ(αdonor , i)
The absolute strength factor has a similar function as the factor q in Equation 5.2. We apply it to the wrinkle location map. We introduce a new mask
w(α, x) that depends on age. It indicates which locations we will transfer at
different ages and how much of the donor we should transfer.
w(α, x) = l(α, x)s(α, αdonor )

(6.5)

The mask w(α, x) contains the wrinkle propagation information we use
the the final blending mask b(α, x) to age the receiver face.
The goal is to blend the receivers wrinkles according to the growth information with the receiver. To do so, we need to detect the wrinkles in the
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donor. The donor wrinkle detection d(x) indicates at every position x if a
wrinkle was detected (1) or not (0). To control the wrinkle width, we grow
the area around the wrinkle detections by a small amount. The increase in
width is proportional to age. We denote the growing operation with G. The
final blending mask becomes:
b(α, x) = G(w(α, x)d(x), α).

(6.6)

The following equation describes how to blend the donor wrinkles into the
receiver. The resulting texture tα (x), is a small modification of Equation 5.1.
We introduce the wrinkle propagating blending mask b(α, x):


tα (x) = tr (x)(1 − b(α, x)) ⊕ b(α, x)td (x) .
(6.7)
It blends the high-frequency part of the receiver texture tr (x) with the donor
texture td (x).
The blending operation ⊕ is the same as the one from Equation 5.1 from
Section 5.1.1. Figure 6.6 shows the intermediate steps of the mask construction.

6.2.3

Results

We compare the naive wrinkle transfer with the more intricate wrinkle propagation approach in Figure 6.8. In the naive approach all wrinkles detected
in the donor are blended with the receiver. All wrinkles appear at the same
time. However, in reality, many wrinkles such as the ones on the cheeks, tend
to appear later in life than the ones around the eyes. The wrinkle propagation
approach considers this and blends only the wrinkles that faces have at the
target age.

6.3

Conclusion

We improved the realism of our ageing simulation from Chapter 5 by specifically targeting wrinkles and modelling how they propagate with increasing
age. Wrinkles are an important aspect of ageing, as it is a strong perceptual cue for determining the age of a person. Modeling wrinkles in general is
difficult, because they vary in amount, and a large number of configurations
are possible. Our solution is to take wrinkles from an example face and blend
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Figure 6.6: To simulate wrinkle propagation, we blend the wrinkles of a donor
face with a receiver face. The input is the receiver face, the donor face and
the donor wrinkle detection. We first identify the wrinkle location l according
to the cumulative sums over the average maps. Then, we weight it by the
average wrinkle maps and get w. We select the wrinkles of the donor map by
multiplying the detection d with the weighting map w.
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Figure 6.7: Summary wrinkle propagation ageing. Top row: We compute the cumulative sum over average
wrinkle detection by age group from the data set. Middle row: We detect the wrinkles in the donor face.
We select the donor wrinkles according to the average wrinkle detections above, leading to the blending
mask. Bottom row: Blend the donor wrinkles with the receiver according to the mask above.
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Figure 6.8: Comparison between the wrinkle propagation approach to naively blending donor wrinkles
into the receiver texture. In the naive approach, all detected wrinkles are blended into the receiver with
increasing strength proportional to the age. In the wrinkle propagation approach, however, we blend an
increasing amount of wrinkles with a strength factor determined from the detection. Prominently one
can see at the age of 45 the naive approach generates already wrinkles on the cheek that neturall would
appear later in life. The the propagation approach is closer to what would be expected at that age.
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them more and more with the target face image. We showed, that we can estimate how wrinkles propagate in average from a population of 70 faces without
requiring data of the same person over decades. We estimate the mean wrinkle
location at every age between 25 and 70, and derive the mean wrinkle propagation from it. We improve on the photorealistic, example-based approach
from the previous chapter, and incorporate wrinkle propagation into the ageing model. The result is a photorealistic, example-based ageing simulation
with model based wrinkle propagation.
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Chapter 7

A Parametric Pigment Spot
Model for Faces
Typically, the older we get, the longer our skin is exposed to the sun’s UV
radiation. As a result skin pigmentation increases. Not only does the skin
tone become darker due to the increased production of melanin, but also
pigment accumulations happen leading to dark spots and freckles. The spots
are distributed at random positions, but they are more frequent at some
locations such as the fore-head and the back of the nose.
Compared to eyes, nose, and, lips, spots and most other high-frequency details in faces do not correspond between individuals. We propose an explicit,
parametric, generative model for spots that does not require the Morphable
Model but that can be used on top of it to improve its texture model. We
address the problem of lacking correspondence of spots between individuals
by separating the appearance from the location. We model the spot location with a point process parametrised with a density function. We learn
the density from data and reduce it with PCA. By choosing suitable density functions we reduce the point-to-point correspondence requirement to a
region-to-region correspondence. Independent of it is the appearance; from
a training set of faces, we extract example pigment spots and put them into
a dictionary. During synthesis, we sample randomly from it and blend them
into the texture.
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We evaluate the results with a perception-based point process metric based
on specificity and generalization. We demonstrate, that we can generate realistic freckled face images according to the learned distribution.
This chapter is based on our paper “A Parametric Freckle Model for
Faces” [Schneider et al., 2018b], where sections marked with “∗” are identical
to the paper.

7.1

Pigmentation Spot Model∗

We propose a parametric and generative model for pigment spots such as
freckles and age spots according to an empirical distribution estimated on
face scan textures. The core of the model consists of a density defined on the
UV-map of a 3D reference mesh. We model density, size, and freckle color
independently of each other. First, we will introduce the components of the
model and then show how to build it. Figure 7.1 gives an overview over the
process.

7.1.1

Components

Position and Density. We model freckle position according to a spatial
Poisson point process. We model its density parameter according to a multivariate normal distribution on the surface of the shape. The spatially-varying
density parameter characterizes the spatial distribution of the freckles. Given
a density function we can sample an infinite amount of freckle configurations,
all adhering to the given density. Figure 7.2 shows the first principal component of the density model.
Size. In contrast to the density, the freckle size distribution is not spatiallyvarying. The size of all freckles of a face are determined independent of position, by the same distribution. We represent the distribution with a histogram
and create a multivariate Gaussian model over histograms.
Color. To obtain consistency between freckle color and skin tone we model
freckle color depending on skin tone. The skin tone of a given Morphable
Model texture is the average texture color of the skin region. Freckle color is
the average color of all freckles on a given face. We model the dependency as
a multivariate conditional Gaussian distribution of the freckle color given the
skin tone.
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Model Building
Input

Freckle Detection

Density Estimation

...
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Exemplars

Statistical Model
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PCA freckle color (one per face)
PCA size histogram (one per face)

Sampling
Draw Model Sample
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Figure 7.1: Overview over the proposed spot synthesis framework. During
the model building phase we extract pigment spots from high-resolution face
textures according to detection. This results in a dictionary of example spots
and a spot density model. During the sampling phase, we draw spot locations
according to the density model and place randomly selected spots into the
receiver texture.
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Appearance. Because freckle appearance is diverse and a large amount
of freckles are easily available, we model appearance according to a dictionary
of example freckles. We determine concrete freckle appearance by selecting a
freckle from a dictionary according to the parameters size, color, and position
on the original texture. The freckles are seamlessly cloned into the texture
with Poisson image editing [Pérez et al., 2003]. The target texture should be
ambient for example a Morphable Model texture.

7.1.2

Synthesis

We generate freckles according to a given density, size distribution, and color
parameter. These parameters can, for example, be estimated from a given
face or by drawing them from the respective models.
First, we draw the positions of the individual freckles from the spatially
varying density. It contains at every pixel in the texture the likelihood that
there will be a freckle. For each pixel we determine if we should place a freckle
there.
Given size and color parameters of a face we select the matching freckles from the dictionary. Per freckle position we draw a size from the size
distribution. Additionally, we restrict the selection process to a ball around
the current position to remove warping effects due to the texture embedding.
Target freckle color is conditioned on the skin tone of the face we want to add
the freckle to. We add a selected freckle to the texture with seamless cloning.

7.2

Model Building∗

We estimate freckle position, size, and color as well as skin tone from highresolution face scans. Then, we build the models for density, size, and color
(see Figure 7.1).
Data. We train the model from 22 high-quality face scans of individuals
of Caucasian origin exhibiting varying amounts and configurations of freckles.
The scans are acquired in a controlled setting and illuminated with an uniform
light source, the same way the Basel Face Model [Paysan et al., 2009] data was
acquired. Density. We estimate freckle density of a given texture by detecting and segmenting them. We manually annotate freckles in training textures
and classify the pixels into freckle and non-freckle. With the interactive pixel
classification tool Ilastik [Sommer et al., 2011] we create a probability map.
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We segment the freckles by thresholding. Each segment is assumed to be a
freckle. We determine the position by computing the barycenter per segment.
The next step is to turn the positions into a density. Density d on the surface
x is a linear combination of Gauss kernels with a specified fall off σ:
d(x) =

X

N (c − x, σ)

(7.1)

c∈centers

Size

Density

We choose the fall off σ such that there is an overlap between densities of
different faces (≈ 0.7cm). The result is a spatially-varying density function
per scan texture from which we build a PCA model.
Size. The size of a freckle ispthe radius in pixels of a circle that covers the
same area as the freckle (r = Afreckle /π). We create a histogram over all
the freckle sizes of the whole face.
Color Freckle color is the average color over the area covered by the
freckle. The freckle color of a face is the average color over all freckles. The
skin tone is the average color of the skin region of the face.

1. Principal Component

-2σ

-1σ

0

1σ

2σ

Figure 7.2: Visualisation of the parametric components of our freckle model
(along first principal component).

7.3

Model Selection∗

We compare different freckle models by computing model specificity and generalization. Both measures build on a distance measure between samples. In
our case, a measure between two freckle configurations is required.
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7.3.1

Model Measure

We evaluate the models by computing generalization to unseen data and specificity of generated samples to a test set [Styner et al., 2003].

Generalization
Generalization measures how the model can represent faithful samples from
the original distribution. We build a single model on the training set and
validate it on a separated test set. We compute the distance between a sample
from the test set and its closest neighbor in model space.

Specificity
Specificity measures how close samples from the model are to the real distribution. We compute the distance between model samples and the sample
closest from the test set.

7.3.2

Point Process Distribution Measure

To judge whether two sets of points are similar, and to be able to compute
specificity and generalization, we introduce a new metric on point process distributions. First, we explain shortly the metric introduced by Schuhmacher
and Xia [Schuhmacher and Xia, 2008], which compares two point sets ξ and
η by assigning points between them. It consists of two terms, one measures
how well assigned points match and the other, U , penalizes unassigned points.
Their metric finds the assignment between two sets of points such that the
sum of the distances between assigned points is minimal. To measure the
matching, we find the assignment from all possible assignments, that minimises the Euclidean distance between the all pairs of assigned points. Points
not assigned impose the maximal distance. This measure, however, does not
consider where unassigned points lie. Having points in a very sparse region
should be penalized more than in a high-density region.
To ameliorate this, we propose the following modifications to the measure
such that we account for the difference in density between the two sets. For an
unassigned point xi in a set ξ we impose the distance to the nearest neighbor
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(nn) in the set η and weight it by the difference between the number of points
in the -Ball around xi in ξ and η:
X
U (ξ, η) =
d0 (xi , nn(xi , η)) |ρ (xi , ξ) − ρ (xi , η)|
(7.2)
x∈unassigned

This measure is small if unassigned points are close to points in the other set
and distributed such that they do not change the density much.

7.4
7.4.1

Experiments∗
Quantitative Evaluation

We measure generalization and specificity of different variants of the proposed
model. We compare it to a baseline model. It generates points according to
the mean density of the training population. We compute Generalization on
a test set of 15 examples. We generate 1000 samples from the freckle model
to calculate specificity. Table 7.1 shows the results for the two models. Also
we found that reducing the rank of the model does not lead to an improved
model.
Model
baseline model
proposed

Specificity
110
149

Generalization
269
143

Total
379
292

Table 7.1: Specificity and generalization for the proposed model and the mean
density model. Units are density weighted distances (Equation 7.2). The
full density model leads to a better trade-off (total is sum of both) between
specificity and generalization than the mean.

7.4.2

Perceptual Evaluation of Point Distribution Measure

There are many different ways of measuring the distance between two point
clouds, but not all of them are similar to perception. In the following we aim
to find out whether the measure is similar to human perception. We show
different point patterns to 5 people and ask them to compare how similar they
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(a)

(b)

Figure 7.3: Loss of details due to projecting into the Morphable Model space
(PCA). a) The input face with freckles. b) Result of projecting the input
texture into the model. We can see that the freckles are gone.
are to each other. We show them two images, and they have to determine to
which of the two a third image is more similar to. We apply the measure to
the same task. The images contain randomly generated point patterns with
at least 10 and up to 30 spots. Then we count the number cases where the
measure agrees with the choice of the participants. We observe an agreement
of 74%. The probability to obtain this result or a better one by chance is
p = 0.02. Therefore, the measure is better than chance to predict how two
point patterns will be perceived as similar. Figure 7.6 shows an example
question.

7.4.3

Model Samples

Figure 7.4 shows an example face scan projected into the freckle model, the
extracted density, freckles removed from the scan, and samples drawn from
the model at the projected coefficients.

7.4.4

Freckle Removal

We use the freckle detections to determine freckled and non-freckled regions.
To remove them, we fill the detected freckles with push-pull interpolation [Gortler
et al., 1996] (See Figure 7.4).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 7.4: Face analysis: We estimate freckle model parameters from an
input face and draw samples from it. From left to right: a) Input face b)
estimated density c) freckles drawn from the model at the estimated parameter on an average face d) Scan with freckles removed e) and f ) novel freckles
synthesized on cleared skin from d).

(a) Original face
scan

(b) model sample

(c) another sample

Figure 7.5: Close view of Figure 7.4.
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(d) spots removed
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Figure 7.6: Example question of the perceptual experiment to measure the
quality of the point process. Participants had to determine if the pattern in
the middle is more similar to the one on the left or the right. Most participants
chose left which is consistent to our measure proposed in Section 7.3.2.

Figure 7.7: Image manipulation result: Original image and freckles added
according to the identity in Figure 7.4. Image is from Multi-PIE [Gross et al.,
2010].
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7.4.5

Image Manipulation

The freckle model lends itself for image manipulation. We synthesize freckles
according to the model and add them to an image. We fit Morphable Model
parameters to the input image with the approach of Schönborn et al. [Schönborn et al., 2017] resulting in an illumination free texture. We synthesize on
the Morphable Model texture and add the difference between the freckled and
unfreckled texture to the image (Figure 7.7).

7.5

Conclusion

In the last chapters, we have been adding textural details to age faces. First,
we took all the skin of the donor giving artificially aged faces the structures
present in the donor face texture. Then we became more selective by only
transferring the wrinkles, thus, resulting artificial ageing results resemble more
the original identity. In this chapter, we show how to generate age spots with
a parametric density model and an example based appearance model. Compared to the previous approaches we now model pigment spots explicitly,
meaning, that we can create new spot configurations that do not exist in the
example face textures. Compared to Morphable Models, where we assume
point-to-point correspondence between features of the texture, the pigmentation model assumes point-to-point correspondence on the spot density but not
the texture pixels. In the texture domain this equates to a region-to-region
correspondence assumption as the density indicates at a point the amount of
spots within a small region.
We demonstrated, that we can add pigment spots to faces and obtain
photorealistic results.
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Chapter 8

Combined Age Progression
In this chapter, we combine the face ageing components we introduced in the
former chapters into a single face ageing simulation. Given an image of a face,
the task is to produce images that show the same person at different ages. We
combine the shape and skin tone ageing in Morphable Model space (Chapter 3)
with self-shadowing (Chapter 4) and detail synthesis. For rejuvenation and
ageing, we employ different methods. When we age a face, we add details
using the wrinkle propagation method (Chapter 6). To rejuvenate the face,
we transfer the full skin (Chapter 5). To further age the skin, we transfer
pigment spots (Chapter 7).

8.1

Self-Shadowing and Face Reconstruction

We use the method from Chapter 3 to age the shape and the skin tone according to the deformation learned in Morphable Model space. To produce
more realistic shading, we exchange the local illumination model with the
global illumination from Chapter 4. The shading difference between the aged
and the reconstructed face under the global illumination model provides us
with a better prediction for the changes in self-shadowing caused by the shape
deformation.
As a consequence of having a different illumination model, the face reconstruction changes. We use the same reconstruction process demonstrated in
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Chapter 4. Compared to the reconstruction in Chapter 3 it uses a different
image generating function that produces renderings with self-shadowing.

8.2

Detail Transfer

We combine two detail transfer methods. When ageing a face, we blend increasingly more wrinkles of the older donor face into the receiver. The wrinkle
propagation approach does not work to rejuvenate faces. We rejuvenate a face
as in Chapter 5. To model the skin damage that increases with age, we use
the pigment spot model. We add an increasing amount of spots to the face
proportional to age.

8.2.1

Pigment Spots

We simulate the increase in the number of pigment spots coming with age
using a simplified version of the method in Chapter 7. Instead of relating
the spatially-varying density maps with age, we relate the total number of
spots in the face with age. We detect and count the number of spots on face
textures of individuals of different ages. We fit a linear model to the data. To
age a face we add the amount of spots corresponding to the target age.
We found the following linear mapping between age α and the number of
spots
c = α ∗ 1.59 + 143.11.
(8.1)
Because we are ageing faces that might already have pigmentation spots we
will only add the amount that is related to the age change (α ∗ 1.59). We do
not consider spots already present in the face.

8.3

Results

We now show the effect of each component in Figure 8.2. We start with the
original image and add one component after the other. Each image contains
the previous components. The last image shows them all combined. We start
with the beginning of the thesis, Morphable Model space ageing and show
the effect of shape ageing, texture ageing, and the effect of adding the change
in shading due to the shape change. We then show the effect of introducing
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(a) 30 years

(b) 45 years (original)

(c) 60 years

(d) 75 years

Figure 8.1: Comparison between full detail transfer and the combined model.
The top row shows the combined model and the bottom row full detail transfer. Notice that the beginning of the series is identical in the two approaches.
The end of the series is similar but it looks more natural in the combined
model. The original image is a crop of the official portrait of Dominic Raab
released under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported license by
parliament.uk. We use it throughout this thesis.
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(a) target image

(b) MoMo shape

(c) MoMo texture

(e) MoMo-PRT shading (f) full detail transfer

(d) local shading

(g) wrinkle transfer (h) wrinkle transfer +
spots

Figure 8.2: The different parts of the ageing model. Each effect is shown
at target age 75. The last image (h) shows all effects combined. All images
after (c) contain the Morphable Model space ageing. After (e) all images
additionally use our global illumination model MoMo-PRT introducing selfshadowing. The full skin detail transfer and the wrinkle transfer exclude each
other. Wrinkle transfer has the advantage, that more of the original identity
is kept in comparison to the full detail transfer (f). Compare (f) with (g)
to see the difference between the two methods. The full detail transfer adds
large parts of the donor to the receiver. It changes the skin structure of the
target face and removes reflections. The full detail transfer seems to change
the global skin structure too much. Wrinkle transfer looks more natural. The
largest effects are the Morphable Model space ageing (b+c) with the shading
change (d+e), and the detail transfers (f+g). Using a global illumination
model (e) as compared to a local one (d) seems to create more natural shading
around the naso-labial folds.
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self-shadowing by exchanging the local illumination with the MoMo-PRT illumination model. We continue with synthesising details. We show ageing with
transferring the whole skin region and then with wrinkle ageing and pigment
spots. You can find age simulations of different faces of the combined model
in Figure 8.3.

8.4

Discussion

In Figure 8.2 we can see, that the Morphable Model space ageing and the
detail transfer are the two dominating effects. Self-shadowing is more subtle
but it makes the shading of the naso-labial folds look more natural. The full
detail transfer and the wrinkle transfer add most of the details. The wrinkle
transfer seems to look more natural than the skin transfer. The pigment spots
are harder to find.
In Figure 8.1 we compare the combined model with the example-based
skin transfer applied to the same face. We can see, that both series look
similar. It is clear that the beginning is identical, because both use the same
method to rejuvenate the target face.
By comparing a series of the ageing simulation from Chapter 5 with a
series of the combined model, we can see, that the beginning and the end of
both look similar. The blending mask transfers almost the full skin region
at the end of the series (see Figure 6.6 in Chapter 6). The main difference
between the two approaches are the intermediate steps in the wrinkle propagation. There, we adapt the blending mask to transfer more and more wrinkles,
giving the appearance of growing wrinkles. With increasing age, we widen the
wrinkles (Eq. 6.6). This has the result, that at the end of an ageing series,
we transfer almost as much of the donor as in the skin transfer method. This
has the advantage, that we can assume, that the resulting images have similar
perception characteristics as the skin transfer in Chapter 5. We expect similar
accuracy in perceived age because of the similarity of the two approaches. We
expect improvements in realism, because selecting wrinkles seems to reduce
transfer artefacts and it seems that the receiver identity is better preserved.

8.5

Future Work

We show several avenues of future work that are based on current limitations.
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(a) original

(b) 35 years

(c) 55 years

(d) 75 years

Figure 8.3: Full age progression of the combined models. It contains Morphable Model space ageing, self-shadowing, wrinkle propagation, and age
spots. Original image on bottom row 92
is licensed under the Creative Commons
Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported by Georges Biard.
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Donor selection. Only the details present in the selected donor can be
generated. A first step would be to automate the donor selection by choosing
faces of the target age according to the similarity to the receiver. This would
make selecting from a large set of donors more practical. Another avenue of
possibilities would be to collect features (e.g. wrinkles) from several donor
faces and combine them into a single realistic constellation.
Improve the quality of 3D reconstructions. The quality of the ageing simulation depends on the quality of the reconstructions. Improvements in reconstruction performance benefit the ageing simulation in two ways. When the
reconstructed shape and texture is closer to the real face it leads to a more
realistic ageing in Morphable Model space. If the alignment with the image
improves, the amount of artefacts that result from ageing badly aligned faces
is reduced. Specifically targeting the alignment would probably be a good
starting point. A precise alignment of the chin line for example is important
to give good ageing results.
Age remaining parts of the image. Currently, we adapt the inside of the
face only. Although, we modify the whole image by extrapolating the warp
field, we only add details to the face region. We do not change the hair. We do
not manipulate the skin on the neck. To keep the identity, we do not touch the
eyes, the eye-brows, and the lips. Clearly, in reality these parts would change
with age. Targeting these areas would lead to more realistic results. Making
the hair gray, ageing the skin on the neck, and adapting the left out parts
would have a significant impact on how old a face is perceived. Targeting
parts outside the face would require different methods than the ones we are
using in this thesis.
Person specific and non-linear ageing. We model ageing in Morphable
Model space linearly and it is not person specific. Not everybody ages the
same way and at the same pace. On the way towards person specific ageing there are intermediate steps. Instead of finding the linear Morphable
Model space ageing vector for the whole population, we can easily restrict it
to subpopulations. For example, we can compute gender or ethnicity specific
ageing vectors and apply those to the image, depending on detected gender and ethnicity. To determine more person specific ageing a longitudinal
dataset consisting of high-resolution 3D face scans of the same person over
decades would be optimal, which is not available currently. We would need
a person-specific model of ageing. For example, we could replace the linear
Morphable Model space ageing with the non-linear and person-specific approach of Scherbaum et al. [Scherbaum et al., 2007] that does not require
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longitudinal data. For detailed ageing the approach of Suo et al. [Suo et al.,
2010] could be employed in 3D. However, this approach would require longitudinal data. There are several ways to obtain longitudinal ageing data. A
long term strategy would be to create a high-resolution face scan data set
consisting of the same individuals recorded over decades. To our knowledge
such a data set is currently not available. A more realistic data source are
high-resolution portrait images from the internet. This requires methods to
handle images with uncontrolled illumination and poses.
2D images as a source for details. Increasing the pool of donors provides us
with more details to choose from. Currently we are limited to high-resolution
face textures. Being able to use 2D images as donors would drastically increase
the amount of available details. We would need to compensate for pose and
illumination. Either passively by selecting only images with specific poses and
illuminations or by actively normalising the image to uniform illumination.
Representing wrinkles as part of the shape instead the color texture. We
model details as part of the texture. This has the drawback, that the shading
of wrinkles does not change correctly when the illumination changes. To
account for the correct surface-light interaction of wrinkles and pores, they
should be part of the shape. This would require detailed data about wrinkle
shapes and pores. A future ageing simulation could model wrinkles and pores
as part of the shape. This would require us to separate wrinkles from the rest
of the texture and to determine their 3D geometry e.g. depth. We showed,
that representing wrinkles with the color texture already gives good results.
Improving face models with detailed ageing features. Creating realistic
looking, detailed, synthetic faces from parameters would have many applications. Creating realistic faces is of interest for producing movies, video games,
augmented reality applications and interactive character design. Within the
analysis-by-synthesis setting improving the model leads to improvements in
reconstruction performance as we have showed with MoMo-PRT. For face
models to become more realistic they need to represent the population accurately. As we have showed, Morphable Models capture the age induced
variability only partially. We could view our ageing model as a face model
with details. Instead of ageing faces on images, we can age Morphable Model
faces. The model consists of a “base face” and one or more example donor
faces. The base face is defined by Morphable Model parameters, it has no details. The example face supplies its details. During reconstruction we would
determine the base face parameters, which example face we take, and how
strongly we blend the details of the example face with the base face. Fig94
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Figure 8.4: Ageing the Morphable Model face on the left. Similarly to ageing
a face on an image, we can age 3D faces. We blend the texture increasingly with a donor as in Chapter 5. This allows us to create a detailed face
model, where the face that we age (left) is the base and defined by Morphable
Model parameters. The example donor face is an additional parameter and
provides the details. Another parameter is the blending strength which here
corresponds to age. We can use this approach, to create a detailed face model.

ure 8.4 demonstrates how this might look like. We could even draw detailed
random samples from the model. We determine the age of a random Morphable Model sample and age its face texture accordingly. We can expect
Morphable Model textures to be young with respect to the details they have.
Therefore, we can age the texture of a sample as if it is the face of a young
person. A resulting face will have the details suitable to its age.

8.6

Conclusion

As we show in this work, some effects leave a strong impression of ageing while
others are more subtle. We should think about the influence an extension
of the ageing simulation has on the viewer and the user to prioritise future
work. Manual donor selection is clearly a problem for many users and should
be automated. Maybe a simple selection criterion like the distance between
faces in Morphable Model space would be a good start.
In the short term, things that immediately improve the impression of ageing are the most important. Misalignments of the face can happen often,
depending on the pose of the face. Improving alignment would reduce the
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number of artefacts drastically. Gray hair has a large influence on how we
perceive someone’s age. Especially ageing people with dark hair looks unnatural. Looking into graying hair would be another priority. Making Morphable
Model space ageing more person specific might also lead to improved results
in the short term. Most promising (and simple) is having age vectors for
gender and ethnicity.
Currently, we ignore if someone already has wrinkles. In the medium term,
we should consider the details someone already has. For example to choose a
donor with similar wrinkles.
In the long term, we should look into making ageing person-specific. It
is currently only possible to find longitudinal face ageing data in 2D images.
Therefore, we should think about how we can use 2D images as donors. This
would give us information about individual ageing. In the longer term, the
goal should be to create a detailed, parametric face model. It would also help
us to create detailed ageing simulations.
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Conclusion
In this thesis we demonstrated how Morphable Model can be extended and
used to change the age of a face. It gives us a prediction to how our faces look
like in 20 or 40 years from now. We showed how to simulate ageing of a face
depicted on a single image. For this, we simulate details such as wrinkles, age
spots, and global changes such as sagging, and deepening of the naso-labial
folds. With our approach that combines Morphable Model space ageing with
example-based details and self-shadowing we obtain photorealistic results.
We categorise the effects of ageing changes into two classes, those that are
at the same positions between individuals and those that are not. Sagging,
deepening naso-labial folds and skin tone changes occur at corresponding locations between individuals. Details such as wrinkles and pigment spots do
not. We show, that we can create a detailed ageing simulation by modelling
both types of effects. We model the changes due to ageing that do correspond
with the Morphable Model. To generate the details that do not correspond
between individuals, we transfer them from a “donor” face to the target image.
A large part of this work is concerned with modelling details. To generate
details, we follow the idea of transferring them from faces that already have
them to the face we want to age. To do so, we assume, that the higherfrequency part of the image is important. We transfer only those selected
frequencies. This preserves the general appearance like the skin tone and the
identity of the receiving face. Not only do we demonstrate that we can model
details that Morphable Models are not capable of modelling, but also, that
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the resulting model gives photorealistic results. Our validation even indicates
that synthesised images are difficult to distinguish from real ones.
In this thesis, we presented several extensions to Morphable Models. Each
increases the realism of the model exemplified on the use case of ageing faces.
We extended the model with global illumination to account for self-shadowing
leading to more realistic rendering of older faces.
We show, that the increase in realism that self-shadowing provides over
local illumination translates to improvements in face reconstruction and therefore to more realistic manipulation.
Adding details to the target image is crucial to photorealism. In our
approach, we combine an example face with the target image to reach photorealism. We leverage, that details are represented in the higher frequencies
of the image and blend the target with the higher-frequencies of a selected
donor image.
Using our blending scheme for wrinkles, we can transfer a part of the
donor’s wrinkles leading to a steerable ageing effect. In the case of the pigment spots, we presented a stochastic model where we can generate new spot
patterns according to density parameters.
We validate parts of the model with a perception experiment. We showed
that our synthesised faces are realistic and are perceived to show the targeted
age (Chapter 5). Modelling the details not in correspondence is essential to
create faces perceived at the target age. Previous work that only models features that are in correspondence between individuals[Burt and Perrett, 1995]
found that the age of the generated faces is systematically underestimated.
With our model, that additionally has details, this is not the case. The perceived age of our artificially aged faces is as close to the targeted age as the
age predicted by human judges varies.
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